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Title: Ordinance Listing 3330 McKinley Boulevard (Iva Gard Shepard Garden and Arts
Center), 2801 Franklin Boulevard (Gunther’s Ice Cream), 720 9th Street
(Sacramento County Courthouse) and 4701 Freeport Boulevard (Chase Bank) as
Individual Landmarks on the Sacramento Register of Historic and Cultural
Resources (M18-011) [Passed for Publication on 11/13/2018; Published
11/16/2018; Noticed 11/16/2018]
Location: Districts 3, 4, and 5.
Recommendation: Conduct a public hearing and upon conclusion: 1) pass a Motion
determining that listing of 3330 McKinley Boulevard, 2801 Franklin Boulevard, 720 9th Street,
and 4701 Freeport Boulevard as landmarks on the Sacramento Register of Historical and
Cultural Resources exempt from review under the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15308, which includes actions taken to assure
the maintenance, restoration, enhancement, or protection of the environment; and 2) adopt an
Ordinance listing 3330 McKinley Boulevard, 2801 Franklin Boulevard, 720 9th Street, and
4701 Freeport Boulevard as landmarks on the Sacramento Register of Historical and Cultural
Resources.
Contact: Carson Anderson, Preservation Director, (916) 808-8259, Community Development
Department
Presenters: Sean de Courcy, Associate Preservation Planner, (916) 808-2796, Community
Development Department
Attachments:
1-Description/Analysis
2-Ordinance
3-Exhibit A
4-Historic Resource Evaluation Forms
5-Public Comments

Susana Alcala Wood, City Attorney

Mindy Cuppy, City Clerk
Howard Chan, City Manager
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Description/Analysis
Issue Detail: In 2016-2017, the City of Sacramento received a Certified Local Government
grant from the U.S. Department of the Interior to prepare an historic context statement and
conduct a city-wide reconnaissance-level survey of Mid-century historic resources. Part of that
survey involved more detailed property-specific research on four excellent examples of the
Mid-Century architectural period. These properties were documented using the requisite forms
for preparing nominations to the Sacramento Register of Historic and Cultural Resources
(Sacramento register). These properties include 3330 McKinley Boulevard, 2801 Franklin
Boulevard, 720 9th Street, and 4701 Freeport Boulevard.
Policy Considerations: The City has an interest in maintaining the relevance and integrity of
the Sacramento Register and ensuring that properties listed on the Register meet the criteria
for listing specified in City Code sections 17.604.210 and 17.604.220. To this end, City Code
directs the Preservation Director, to “make preliminary determinations relative to properties’
eligibility for listing on the Sacramento [R]egister” and to “initiate proceedings to nominate
resources for listing on the Sacramento register” (Pursuant to City Code sections
17.604.100.C.2 and 17.604.220.).
The nomination of 3330 McKinley Boulevard, 2801 Franklin Boulevard, 720 9th Street, and
4701 Freeport Boulevard for listing as individual landmarks on the Sacramento Register is
consistent with Sacramento 2035 General Plan goal HCR 2.1, which provides for the
identification and preservation of historical and cultural resources. General Plan policy HCR
2.1.1 states, “The City shall identify historic and cultural resources, including individual
properties, districts, and sites, to ensure adequate protection.”
Economic Impacts: Not applicable.
Environmental Considerations: The listing of 3330 McKinley Boulevard, 2801 Franklin
Boulevard, 720 9th Street, and 4701 Freeport Boulevard as individual landmarks on the
Sacramento Register is exempt from review under the California Environmental Quality Act
pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15308. Section 15308 exempts from review acts that
are undertaken to assure the maintenance, restoration, enhancement, or protection of the
environment where the regulatory process involves procedures for protection of the
environment. Listing the four properties as individual landmarks will ensure that future
development on these parcels will undergo preservation review, as part of the city’s site plan
and design review process, prior to the granting of any entitlements.
Sustainability: Not applicable.
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Commission/Committee Action: On September 29, 2017, the Preservation Director
reviewed the findings of GEI Consultants, Inc. (Attachment 2) and made a preliminary
determination the properties were eligible for listing on the Sacramento Register as landmarks
pursuant to City Code section 17.604.210, subsection A(1-2). On October 4, 2018 the City of
Sacramento’s Preservation Director, in conformance with Section 17.604.220 of the City Code,
held a public hearing and concurred with the statement of nomination and forwarded the
proposed ordinance (Attachment 1), which officially nominated the subject properties as
individual city landmarks. On October 17, 2018 the Preservation Commission unanimously
recommended city pass an ordinance listing the nominated properties on the Sacramento
register.
Rationale for Recommendation: Listing of 3330 McKinley Boulevard, 2801 Franklin
Boulevard, 720 9th Street, and 4701 Freeport Boulevard as individual landmarks on the
Sacramento Register is consistent with the Historic Preservation Chapter (17.604) of the City
Code and the goals of the 2035 General Plan. Furthermore, listing the nominated properties on
the Sacramento Register will help ensure their preservation and encourage their rehabilitation
consistent with the U.S. Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties.
Listing an individual landmark on the Sacramento Register requires the resource to meet the
requirements of City Code section 17.604.210, subsection A.1 which states:
A. Listing on the Sacramento register-Landmarks. A nominated resource shall be listed on the
Sacramento register as a landmark if the city council finds, after holding a hearing required
by this chapter, that all the requirements set forth below are satisfied:
a. The nominated resource meets one or more of the following criteria:
i. It is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of the history of the city, the region, the state or the nation;
ii. It is associated with the lives of persons significant in the city’s past;
iii. It embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of
construction;
iv. It represents the work of an important creative individual or master;
v. It possesses high artistic values; or
vi. It has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in the prehistory
or history of the city, the region, the state or the nation;
b. The nominated resource has integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship and association. Integrity shall be judged with reference to the criterion
or criteria specified in subsection A.1.a of this section;
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c. The nominated resource has significant historic or architectural worth, and its
designation as a landmark is reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote,
protect and further the goals and purposes of this chapter.
3330 McKinley Boulevard, Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Art Center: The Iva Gard Shepard
Garden & Arts Center meets the criteria for listing on the Sacramento register. Specifically,
after considering the criteria laid out 17.604.210.A.2, the building satisfies the historical
significance criteria for listing within City Code section 17.604.210.A.1.i and 17.604.210.A.1.iii,
and 17.604.210.A.210.iii for its association with important post-World War II development
patterns in recreation, entertainment and as a locally important example of Mid-century
Modern architecture. Staff has concluded the resource retains sufficient historic integrity
required for listing pursuant to City Code section 17.604.210.A.1.b. Finally, the nominated
resource has significant architectural worth, and its designation as a landmark is reasonable,
appropriate and necessary to promote, protect and further the goals and purposes of the
Historic Preservation chapter of the City code, as required by section 17.604.210.A.1.c.
The building is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of the history of the city, the region, the state or the nation
(17.604.210.A.1.a.i)
The Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Arts Center reflects broad post-World War II development
patterns of recreation and entertainment in Sacramento. The Center was a response to the
need for a larger venue to host the Sacramento Garden Club, which by the mid-to-late 1950s
had grown to include 34 separate clubs and no longer fit into the service shed by the Rose
Garden. As such, the building is emblematic of community engagement and growth in
recreation activities during the mid-1900s. The nominated resource is located within the 32acre McKinley Park, a large urban park whose development in the 20th century was influenced
by the City Beautiful Movement, a national trend toward civic improvement through
beautification that extended into the early 1900s. McKinley Park was established in the 1870s
and has always been home to recreational spaces, such as a baseball field, picnic grounds, a
zoo, and the Rose Garden, established in 1940. On August 3, 2018, the State Historic
Resources Commission recommended to the Keeper of the National Register that McKinley
Park was eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places and listed the park on the
California Register of Historical Resources.
The building embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of
construction (17.604.210.A.1.a.iii)
The Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Arts Center, in post-and-beam style, is a locally important
example of Mid-century Modern architecture in Sacramento and was designed by notable
City of Sacramento
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Sacramento architect Raymond R. Franceschi. Mid-century Modern architecture is a more
expressive style of modernism that contrasts with the earlier International style. The post-andbeam style is characterized by prominently displayed structural components, expressed
through dramatic rooflines, clean and bold lines, wide overhanging eaves, recessed entryways,
expanses of glass, and integration with the surrounding landscape due in part to “openness” in
the design and use of glass and natural materials on both the interior and exterior of the
building. The nominated resource is therefore an important example of an architectural phase
in the evolution of Modernism. The Iva Gard building has exposed beams visible on the
exterior and interior, dramatic butterfly and shed rooflines, and wide overhanging eaves with
recessed entryways. A variety of natural and manufactured materials are present on the
exterior and the interior of the building, standing in contrast to the sterility and simplicity of
International-style modernist architecture which utilized mainly glass and concrete. The
building also illustrates the outdoor/indoor emphasis that characterized Mid-century Modern
architecture through its integration with the surrounding landscape, expressed through two
exterior spaces (the patio and Evans Garden Courtyard).
The nominated resource has integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship and association. Integrity shall be judged with reference to the particular
criterion or criteria specified in subsection A.1.a of this section (17.604.210.A.1.b)
The Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Art Center remains in its original location in the northeast
corner of McKinley Park. The building retains most of the original design; exterior changes
have been limited to the wording on the original sign in the 1970s (to reflect the addition of “Iva
Gard Shepard” to the building’s name, which was originally the “Sacramento Garden & Art
Center”). The exterior materials, architectural features, and design details from the original
design, in addition to the original configuration of interior spaces, are intact. Integrity of
workmanship remains: the craft of the expressive post-and-beam modernist style is evident in
the materials, design details, and structural character of the building. The building also has
integrity of feeling and association, retaining all the essential physical features of its original
conception and continuing to host activities for a variety of horticultural groups within McKinley
Park – thus preserving its original significance through its physical characteristics and use.
Therefore, the resource retains sufficient integrity to convey its historic and architectural
significance.
The nominated resource has significant historic or architectural worth, and its
designation as a landmark is reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote, protect
and further the goals and purposes of this chapter. (17.604.210.A.1.c)
The Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Art Center has significant historic and architectural worth as
an example of Mid-century Modernist architecture and an illustration of wider development
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trends within the city of Sacramento as discussed above. Its designation as a landmark would
serve to enhance the cultural and aesthetic standing and identity of McKinley Park and East
Sacramento.
2801 Franklin Boulevard, Gunther’s Quality Ice Cream Company: Gunther’s Quality Ice
Cream Company meets the criteria for listing on the Sacramento register. Specifically, the
building satisfies the historical significance criteria for listing within City Code section
17.604.210.A.1.a.i and 17.604.210.A.1.a.iii. Staff has concluded the resource retains sufficient
historic integrity required for listing pursuant to City Code section 17.604.210.A.1.b. Finally, the
nominated resource has significant architectural worth, and its designation as a landmark is
reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote, protect and further the goals and purposes
of the Historic Preservation chapter of the City code, as required by section 17.604.210.A.1.c.
The building is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of the history of the city, the region, the state or the nation
(17.604.210.A.1.a.i)
The Gunther’s Quality Ice Cream building (2801 Franklin Boulevard) is associated with historic
themes of architecture and commerce in Sacramento. Its eye-catching architecture relates to
larger patterns of development such as the post-World War II expansion of automobiles and
the explosion of creativity that surfaced after the war-induced austerity had ended – the
futuristic and whimsical architectural features such as the wide eaves, curtain wall windows,
and neon sign, were meant to be eye-catching and draw-in customers from the road. The
building’s function hearkens back to the national obsession with ice cream in the 1940s, a
result of the machine age and the increased capability of machines to more efficiently produce
quality ice cream.
The building embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of
construction (17.604.210.A.1.a.iii)
Gunther’s Ice Cream building is representative of the transitional period in Mid-century
Modernist architecture in the post-World War II period – it exhibits characteristics of both the
modest Streamline Moderne architectural style of the 1930s and the exuberant “Googie”
architectural style of the 1950s. It was designed by notable Sacramento architectural firm
Koblik + Fisher. Its architectural features are characterized by exuberant and creative details
meant to attract the attention of passing pedestrians and motorists, including the animated
neon sign. The animated neon sign meets Criteria iii individually as a distinctive example of
commercial signage and neon technology, which developed nationally during the 1930s but
was in decline by the 1950s. Neon signage was a product of the machine age and the
technological advances in the early decades of the 20th century. Other notable features are the
irregular L-shaped floor plan, the flat roof with overhanging eaves, and the plate glass
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storefront. Interior features include terrazzo tile floors, subway tile wainscoting, suspended
lights and a tiled service window bay window originally used for distributing frozen custard
directly to customers from the manufacturing room and now used for viewing the ice cream
manufacturing process.
The nominated resource has integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship and association. Integrity shall be judged with reference to the particular
criterion or criteria specified in subsection A.1.a of this section (17.604.210.A.1.b)
Since its construction in 1949, Gunther’s Ice Cream has undergone minor alterations, including
a concrete block garage at the east end in 1982, a stone veneer on the exterior in 1984, and
exterior restrooms on the south elevation in 2013. Modifications to the primary façade,
including the addition of the “Brady Rock” stone veneer have resulted in diminished integrity of
design and workmanship, but overall the integrity remains moderately high. The non-historical
additions do not detract from the design details that convey the building’s architectural
significance: they are located on the rear of the building and are nearly indiscernible from the
corner of Franklin Boulevard and 3rd Avenue, from which the key structural features such as
the flat roofline with wide overhanging eaves, folded roof details, tilted plate glass storefront,
and animated neon sign are visible. The interior has undergone some updates over time but
generally retains its original spatial arrangement. Gunther’s Ice Cream retains integrity of
location, association and feeling. It remains in its original location, and still hosts its original
use. Its setting is satisfactorily intact: the building is located in the periphery of a residential
area near homes and other businesses. Its location between Franklin Boulevard, 3rd Avenue,
and 30th Street makes it easily accessible and visible by both drivers and pedestrians, a
feature important in its original design.
The nominated resource has significant historic or architectural worth, and its
designation as a landmark is reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote, protect
and further the goals and purposes of this chapter. (17.604.210.A.1.c)
Gunther’s Ice Cream has significant historic and architectural worth as an example of
transitional Mid-century Modern architecture in a style emblematic of the machine age and
post-World War II growth in commercial development. Its designation as a landmark would
enhance the cultural and aesthetic standing, identity, and livability of the area.
720 9th Street, Sacramento County Courthouse: The Sacramento County Courthouse
meets the criteria for listing on the Sacramento register. Specifically, the building satisfies the
historical significance criteria for listing within City Code section 17.604.210.A.1.a.iii. Staff has
concluded the resource retains sufficient historic integrity required for listing pursuant to City
Code section 17.604.210.A.1.b. Finally, the nominated resource has significant architectural
City of Sacramento
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worth, and its designation as a landmark is reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote,
protect and further the goals and purposes of the Historic Preservation chapter of the City
code, as required by section 17.604.210.A.1.c.
The building embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of
construction (17.604.210.A.1.a.iii)
The Sacramento County Courthouse, dating to 1965, is an important and early example in
Sacramento of the Brutalist style of Mid-century Modern architecture while also exhibiting
International Style and a number of New Formalist elements. The Brutalist style features large
concrete masses in block or sculptural form that are left unpolished to convey honesty and
texture, flat roofs, rectilinear form, and windows located in voids. The New Formalist elements
are expressed in the carefully organized hierarchy of space set upon a raised platform, use of
black granite veneer cladding (first floor), the sunscreen/exterior window grill patterning across
all four facades, and the implied symmetry and monumental presence those combined
elements convey. The County Courthouse was designed by the notable architectural firm
Starks, Jozens & Nacht. The first floor of the six-story building is concrete clad with black
granite veneer, floors two through five are concrete and feature rectangular, pre-cast concrete
panels that function as solar louvers to control sunlight, and the sixth floor is recessed and
constructed with steel. Brick pavers run along the base of the building on all four facades. The
lack of ornamentation on the building reflects the concept of “form follows function”, a tenet of
modernism, dictating that the architecture, particularly of public buildings, should be utilitarian
and reflect the public-service use of the building. The property represents the collaborative
design development of the entire property through the work of master architects and landscape
architects, as well as artists.
The Gordon D. Schaber County Courthouse and plaza designed by notable architecture firm
Sasaki, Walker & Associates who designed notable works, including the Golden Gateway in
San Francisco, the Del Mesa Carmel, in Carmel, CA, and the Fashion Island in Newport
Beach, CA. The landscaping and plaza serve as a podium base for the entire courthouse
complex and site. The landscaping for both plazas (East and West) is formal, minimalist and
symmetrical, using simple geometric shapes (rectangles, squares, and circles) indicative of
public plaza landscape architecture from this period.
The nominated resource has integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship and association. Integrity shall be judged with reference to the particular
criterion or criteria specified in subsection A.1.a of this section (17.604.210.A.1.b)
The County Courthouse is in its original location. Its design features, including massing,
pattern of fenestration, and relationship to the designed landscape are unaltered. The building
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is located within the County Center complex that contains a range of county services, and the
county administrative services setting has not changed, retaining integrity of feeling and
association as of the writing of this report. The building has undergone no apparent alterations
to its exterior and no new materials have been introduced. Thus, it retains integrity of design,
workmanship and materials.
The nominated resource has significant historic or architectural worth, and its
designation as a landmark is reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote, protect
and further the goals and purposes of this chapter. (17.604.210.A.1.c)
The County Courthouse has significant historic and architectural worth as an example of the
Mid-century Brutalist and New Formalism architectural styles. Its integrity of design,
association, and feeling reflects its historic and continued function as an institutional building
and is illustrative of the idea of “form follows function” a tenet of modernism, dictating that the
architecture, particularly of public buildings, should be utilitarian and reflect the public-service
use of the building.
The County Courthouse is owned by the State of California (State), and a local landmark
designation under its current ownership is largely symbolic since the city cannot enforce any
restrictions under City Code on other government entities such as the State of California.
However, its designation as a landmark is still reasonable, appropriate and necessary to
promote, protect and further the goals of the City, since the State ultimately plans to vacate the
property. Should the building become excess state property, it may be transferred into private
ownership in the future. Historic designation would ensure future development projects
consider the building’s important historic features early in the design and programming
process. Furthermore, designation would make a future private owner eligible for certain tax
incentives that could encourage adaptive reuse. For these reasons, the designation of this
building is reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote, protect and further the goals
and purposes of the Historic Preservation Chapter of the City Code.
4701 Freeport Boulevard, Former Senator Savings and Loan Association / Chase Bank
Branch: The Chase Bank Branch meets the criteria for listing on the Sacramento register.
Specifically, the building satisfies the historical significance criteria for listing within City Code
section 17.604.210.A.1.a.iii. Staff has concluded the resource retains sufficient historic integrity
required for listing pursuant to City Code section 17.604.210.A.1.b. Finally, the nominated
resource has significant architectural worth, and its designation as a landmark is reasonable,
appropriate and necessary to promote, protect and further the goals and purposes of the
Historic Preservation chapter of the City code, as required by section 17.604.210.A.1.c.
The building is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of the history of the city, the region, the state or the nation (17.604.210.A.1.a.i).
City of Sacramento
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4701 Freeport Boulevard is significant under City Code section 17.604.210.A.1.a.i for its
location and siting related to the expansion of savings and loan financial institutions with the
expanding population, growing economy and development of suburban areas after WWII. The
building site and architectural design included a circular, eye-catching structure, set back from
the property line. This unique design is particularly important when it is compared to earlier
central city financial institutions. These earlier banks were often built to property lines (e.g.
22nd & J St., O and 11th St.) and designed with permanence and prominence in mind. By
incorporating a street-fronting landscaped area, with a dedicated on-site parking, 4701
Freeport provided easy car entry from Freeport Boulevard – features that responded to the
suburban design setting in which it was developed, and which also served to distinguish it from
the prior generation of built-to-property-line financial institutions.
The features of the property that contribute to its significance relative to this criteria include: its
location and siting along the car-oriented commercial corridor being developed after WWII; its
distinctive, relatively tall and circular form with drive-in to the site’s parking area; its site design,
with the structure set back from the property line, in its own setting surrounded by areas of
plantings; and its exemplary manifestation of the Mid-Century Modern “new formalism” style
among other notable Mid-Century Modern-era financial institutions built along this portion of
Freeport Boulevard between Sutterville Road and 35th Avenue.
The building embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of
construction (17.604.210.A.1.a.iii)
The former Senator Savings building is an important example of the New Formalism
architectural style in Sacramento. New Formalism was a Mid-century Modern style from the
1960s to the 1970s. Constructed in 1964, this circular building represents distinctive elements
of the architectural style, reflected in the building’s overhanging roof slab, columns, the clay
pattern, and windows. Additionally, the building expresses monumentality. The building also
represents the work of Silvio Barovetto and Albert Thomas of Barovetto & Thomas, who were
known for Mid-century Modern designs in Sacramento until the death of Thomas in 1966.
Interior details include cylindrical drop light fixtures, circular recessed lights that have larger
radii radiating out from the center post, vertical tile wood paneling in the hall, and interior clay
tile cladding.
The nominated resource has integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship and association. Integrity shall be judged with reference to the particular
criterion or criteria specified in subsection A.1.a of this section (17.604.210.A.1.b)
The building remains in its original location. The overall design of the building is intact;
additions which include a bank deposit box and light-fixture hood on the south side of the
City of Sacramento
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building blend with the overall design. The setting is intact: consistent with the time of
construction in 1964, commercial development is concentrated on Freeport Boulevard and
residential development is concentrated to the north, south, and east. Few non-historic
materials have been introduced since the building was constructed, and those introduced do
not detract from the overall material integrity evidenced by the natural clay tiles, sun screens,
windows, and pre-cast concrete pillars. The bank building continues to express the aesthetic
and historic sense of the mid-1960s, leaving intact the integrity of feeling and association.
The nominated resource has significant historic or architectural worth, and its
designation as a landmark is reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote, protect
and further the goals and purposes of this chapter. (17.604.210.A.1.c)
The former Senator Savings building has significant historic and architectural worth as an
example of New Formalist Mid-century Modern architecture of the work of the architectural firm
Barovetto and Thomas. Designating this building as a landmark is reasonable, appropriate and
necessary to promote, protect and further the goals of the City of Sacramento.
Financial Considerations: Not applicable.
Local Business Enterprise (LBE): Not applicable.
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ORDINANCE NO. ___
Adopted by the Sacramento City Council
[Date Adopted]
AN ORDINANCE LISTING THE PROPERTIES LOCATED AT 3330 MCKINLEY BLVD. (IVA GARD
SHEPARD GARDEN AND ARTS CENTER), 2801 FRANKLIN BLVD. (GUNTHER’S ICE CREAM), 720
9TH STREET (SACRAMENTO COUNTY COURTHOUSE), AND 4701 FREEPORT BLVD. (CHASE
BANK) AS INDIVIDUAL LANDMARKS ON THE SACRAMENTO REGISTER OF HISTORIC AND
CULTURAL RESOURCES
BACKGROUND
A.

The city council has found “that significant aspects of the city’s rich and diverse historic
resources deserve recognition and preservation to foster an understanding of our
heritage, and to promote the public health and safety and the economic and general
welfare of the people of the city. The preservation and continued use of historic
resources are effective tools to sustain and revitalize neighborhoods and business
districts within the city, enhance the city’s economic, cultural and aesthetic standing, its
identity and its livability, marketability and urban character.” (Sacramento City Code
section 17.604.100.A.)

B.

To this end, the city code provides a mechanism for listing landmarks, historic districts,
and contributing resources on the Sacramento Register of Historic and Cultural
Resources (“Sacramento Register”).

C.

In 2016-2017, the City of Sacramento received a Certified Local Government grant from
the U.S. Department of the Interior to conduct a city-wide survey of Mid-century historic
resources. Sacramento Modern (SacMod), a non-profit organization that promotes
public awareness regarding local post-WWII design resources, provided matching funds
required to secure federal funding.

D.

On October 4, 2018, the Preservation Director determined that the properties located at
3330 McKinley Blvd., 2801 Franklin Blvd., 720 9th Street, and 4701 Freeport Blvd. were
eligible for listing on the Sacramento Register of Historical and Cultural Resources as
individual landmarks. On October 17, 2018, the Preservation Commission concurred
with the findings of the Preservation Director and recommended the City Council list the
properties at 3330 McKinley Blvd. (Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Arts Center), 2801
Franklin Blvd. (Gunther’s Ice Cream), 720 9th Street (Sacramento County Courthouse),
and 4701 Freeport Blvd. (Chase Bank) as individual landmarks in the Sacramento
Register.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO:
10
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SECTION 1
The city council hereby finds the following:
A. 3330 McKinley Boulevard (Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Arts Center) meets the criteria for
listing on the Sacramento register provided within City Code section 17.604.210.A.1.a.i.
and 17.604.210.A.1.a.iii. In addition, the city has considered City Code Section
17.604.210.A.1.b-c in determining the resource is eligible for listing.
a. 3330 McKinley Boulevard is associated with events that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of the history of the city, the region, the state
or the nation (17.604.210.A.1.a.i)
The Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Arts Center reflects broad post-World War II development
patterns of recreation and entertainment in Sacramento. The Center was a response to the
need for a larger venue to host the Sacramento Garden Club, which by the mid-to-late 1950s
had grown to include 34 separate clubs and no longer fit into the service shed by the Rose
Garden. As such, the building is emblematic of community engagement and growth in
recreation activities during the mid-1900s. The nominated resource is located within the 32acre McKinley Park, a large urban park whose development in the 20th century was influenced
by the City Beautiful Movement, a national trend toward civic improvement through
beautification that extended into the early 1900s. McKinley Park was established in the 1870s
and has always been home to recreational spaces, such as a baseball field, picnic grounds, a
zoo, and the Rose Garden, established in 1940. On August 3, 2018, the State Historic Resources
Commission recommended to the keeper of the National Register that McKinley Park was
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places and also listed the park on the
California Register of Historical Resources.
b. 3330 McKinley embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or
method of construction (17.604.210.A.1.a.iii).
The Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Arts Center, in post-and-beam style, is a locally important
example of Mid-century Modern architecture in Sacramento and was designed by notable
Sacramento architect Raymond R. Franceschi. Mid-century Modern architecture is a more
expressive style of modernism that contrasts with the earlier International style. The post-andbeam style is characterized by prominently displayed structural components, expressed
through dramatic rooflines, clean and bold lines, wide overhanging eaves, recessed entryways,
expanses of glass, and integration with the surrounding landscape due in part to “openness” in
the design and use of glass and natural materials on both the interior and exterior of the
building. The nominated resource is therefore an important example of an architectural phase
in the evolution of Modernism. The Iva Gard building has exposed beams visible on the exterior
and interior, dramatic butterfly and shed rooflines, and wide overhanging eaves with recessed
entryways. A variety of natural and manufactured materials are present on the exterior and the
interior of the building, standing in contrast to the sterility and simplicity of International-style
modernist architecture which utilized mainly glass and concrete. The building also illustrates
the outdoor/indoor emphasis that characterized Mid-century Modern architecture through its
11
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integration with the surrounding landscape, expressed through two exterior spaces (the patio
and Evans Garden Courtyard).
c. 3330 McKinley Boulevard has integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship and association. Integrity shall be judged with reference to the
particular criterion or criteria specified in subsection A.1.a of this section
(17.604.210.A.1.b)
The Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Art Center remains in its original location in the northeast
corner of McKinley Park. The building retains most of the original design; exterior changes have
been limited to the wording on the original sign in the 1970s (to reflect the addition of “Iva
Gard Shepard” to the building’s name, which was originally the “Sacramento Garden & Art
Center”). The exterior materials, architectural features, and design details from the original
design, in addition to the original configuration of interior spaces, are intact. Integrity of
workmanship remains: the craft of the expressive post-and-beam modernist style is evident in
the materials, design details, and structural character of the building. The building also has
integrity of feeling and association, retaining all the essential physical features of its original
conception and continuing to host activities for a variety of horticultural groups within McKinley
Park – thus preserving its original significance through its physical characteristics and use.
Therefore, the resource retains sufficient integrity to convey its historic and architectural
significance.
d. 3330 McKinley Boulevard has significant historic or architectural worth, and its
designation as a landmark is reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote,
protect and further the goals and purposes of this chapter. (17.604.210.A.1.c)
The Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Art Center has significant historic and architectural worth as an
example of Mid-century Modernist architecture and an illustration of wider development
trends within the City of Sacramento as discussed above. Its designation as a landmark would
serve to enhance the cultural and aesthetic standing and identity of McKinley Park and East
Sacramento.
B. 2801 Franklin Boulevard, Gunther’s Quality Ice Cream Company: Gunther’s Quality Ice
Cream Company meets the criteria for listing on the Sacramento register. Specifically,
the building satisfies the historical significance criteria for listing within City Code section
17.604.210.A.1.a.i and 17.604.210.A.1.a.iii. In addition, the city has considered City Code
Section 17.604.210.A.1.b-c in determining the resource is eligible for listing.
a. 2801 Franklin Boulevard is associated with events that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of the history of the city, the region, the state
or the nation (17.604.210.A.1.a.i)
The Gunther’s Quality Ice Cream building (2801 Franklin Boulevard) is associated with historic
themes of architecture and commerce in Sacramento. Its eye-catching architecture relates to
larger patterns of development such as the post-World War II expansion of automobiles and
the explosion of creativity that surfaced after the war-induced austerity had ended – the
futuristic and whimsical architectural features such as the wide eaves, curtain wall windows,
and neon sign, were meant to be eye-catching and draw-in customers from the road. The
12
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building’s function hearkens back to the national obsession with ice cream in the 1940s, a result
of the machine age and the increased capability of machines to more efficiently produce quality
ice cream.
b. 2801 Franklin Boulevard embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type,
period or method of construction (17.604.210.A.1.a.iii)
Gunther’s Ice Cream building is representative of the transitional period in Mid-century
Modernist architecture in the post-World War II period – it exhibits characteristics of both the
modest Streamline Moderne architectural style of the 1930s and the exuberant “Googie”
architectural style of the 1950s. It was designed by notable Sacramento architectural firm
Koblik + Fisher. Its architectural features are characterized by exuberant and creative details
meant to attract the attention of passing pedestrians and motorists, including the animated
neon sign. The animated neon sign meets Criteria iii individually as a distinctive example of
commercial signage and neon technology, which developed nationally during the 1930s but was
in decline by the 1950s. Neon signage was a product of the machine age and the technological
advances in the early decades of the 20th century. Other notable features are the irregular Lshaped floor plan, the flat roof with overhanging eaves, and the plate glass storefront. Interior
features include terrazzo tile floors, subway tile wainscoting, suspended lights and a tiled
service window bay window originally used for distributing frozen custard directly to customers
from the manufacturing room and now used for viewing the ice cream manufacturing process.
c. 2801 Franklin Boulevard has integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship and association. Integrity shall be judged with reference to the
particular criterion or criteria specified in subsection A.1.a of this section
(17.604.210.A.1.b)
Since its construction in 1949, Gunther’s Ice Cream has undergone minor alterations, including
a concrete block garage at the east end in 1982, a stone veneer on the exterior in 1984, and
exterior restrooms on the south elevation in 2013. Modifications to the primary façade,
including the addition of the “Brady Rock” stone veneer have resulted in diminished integrity of
design and workmanship, but overall the integrity remains moderately high. The non-historical
additions do not detract from the design details that convey the building’s architectural
significance: they are located on the rear of the building and are nearly indiscernible from the
corner of Franklin Boulevard and 3rd Avenue, from which the key structural features such as
the flat roofline with wide overhanging eaves, folded roof details, tilted plate glass storefront,
and animated neon sign are visible. The interior has undergone some updates over time but
generally retains its original spatial arrangement. Gunther’s Ice Cream retains integrity of
location, association and feeling. It remains in its original location, and still hosts its original use.
Its setting is satisfactorily intact: the building is located in the periphery of a residential area
near homes and other businesses. Its location between Franklin Boulevard, 3rd Avenue, and
30th Street makes it easily accessible and visible by both drivers and pedestrians, a feature
important in its original design.
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d. 2801 Franklin Boulevard has significant historic or architectural worth, and its
designation as a landmark is reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote,
protect and further the goals and purposes of this chapter. (17.604.210.A.1.c)
Since its construction in 1949, Gunther’s Ice Cream has undergone minor alterations, including
a concrete block garage at the east end in 1982, a stone veneer on the exterior in 1984, and
exterior restrooms on the south elevation in 2013. Modifications to the primary façade,
including the addition of the “Brady Rock” stone veneer have resulted in diminished integrity of
design and workmanship, but overall the integrity remains moderately high. The non-historical
additions do not detract from the design details that convey the building’s architectural
significance: they are located on the rear of the building and are nearly indiscernible from the
corner of Franklin Boulevard and 3rd Avenue, from which the key structural features such as
the flat roofline with wide overhanging eaves, folded roof details, tilted plate glass storefront,
and animated neon sign are visible. The interior has undergone some updates over time but
generally retains its original spatial arrangement. Gunther’s Ice Cream retains integrity of
location, association and feeling. It remains in its original location, and still hosts its original use.
Its setting is satisfactorily intact: the building is located in the periphery of a residential area
near homes and other businesses. Its location between Franklin Boulevard, 3rd Avenue, and
30th Street makes it easily accessible and visible by both drivers and pedestrians, a feature
important in its original design.
C. 720 9th Street, Sacramento County Courthouse: The Sacramento County Courthouse
meets the criteria for listing on the Sacramento register. Specifically, the building
satisfies the historical significance criteria for listing within City Code section
17.604.210.A.1.a.iii. In addition, the city has considered City Code Section
17.604.210.A.1.b-c in determining the resource is eligible for listing.
a. 720 9th Street embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or
method of construction (17.604.210.A.1.a.iii)
The Sacramento County Courthouse, dating to 1965, is an important and early example in
Sacramento of the Brutalist style of Mid-century Modern architecture while also exhibiting a
number of New Formalist elements. The Brutalist style features large concrete masses in block
or sculptural form that are left unpolished to convey honesty and texture, flat roofs, rectilinear
form, and windows located in voids. The New Formalist elements are expressed in the carefully
organized hierarchy of space set upon a raised platform, use of black granite veneer cladding
(first floor), the sunscreen/window grill patterning across all facades, and the implied symmetry
and monumental presence those combined elements convey. The County Courthouse was
designed by the notable architectural firm Starks, Jozens & Nacht in a collaborative endeavor
for the development of the entire property that called upon the talents of master architects,
landscape architects and artists. The first floor of the six-story building is concrete clad with
black granite veneer, floors two through five are concrete and feature rectangular, pre-cast
concrete panels that function as solar louvers to control sunlight, and the sixth floor is recessed
and constructed with steel. Brick pavers run along the base of the building on all four facades.
The lack of ornamentation on the building reflects the concept of “form follows function”, a
14
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tenet of modernism, dictating that the architecture, particularly of public buildings, should be
utilitarian and reflect the public-service use of the building. Formalist Courtyard landscape
architecture includes hardscape features, including paving, water-feature, sculpture, overall
spatial organization and pollard sycamore trees in concrete planters. The building’s lobby
includes floor-to-ceiling doorways and elevator entry framing elements, and wood paneling.
b. 720 9th Street has integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship
and association. Integrity shall be judged with reference to the particular
criterion or criteria specified in subsection A.1.a of this section
(17.604.210.A.1.b)
The County Courthouse is in its original location. Its design features, including massing, pattern
of fenestration, and relationship to the designed landscape are unaltered. The building is
located within the County Center complex that contains a range of county services, and the
county administrative services setting has not changed, retaining integrity of feeling and
association as of the writing of this report. The building has undergone no alterations to its
exterior and no new materials have been introduced. Thus, it retains integrity of design,
workmanship and materials.
c. 720 9th Street has significant historic or architectural worth, and its designation
as a landmark is reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote, protect and
further the goals and purposes of this chapter. (17.604.210.A.1.c)
The County Courthouse has significant historic and architectural worth as an example of the
Mid-century Brutalist and New Formalism architectural styles. Its integrity of design,
association, and feeling reflects its historic and continued function as an institutional building
and is illustrative of the idea of “form follows function” a tenet of modernism, dictating that the
architecture, particularly of public buildings, should be utilitarian and reflect the public-service
use of the building.
D. 4701 Freeport Boulevard, Former Senator Savings and Loan Association / Chase Bank
Branch: The Chase Bank Branch meets the criteria for listing on the Sacramento register.
Specifically, the building satisfies the historical significance criteria for listing within City
Code section 17.604.210.A.1.a.iii. In addition, the city has considered City Code Section
17.604.210.A.1.b-c in determining the resource is eligible for listing.
a. 4701 Freeport Boulevard embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type,
period or method of construction (17.604.210.A.1.a.iii)
The former Senator Savings building is an important example of the New Formalism
architectural style in Sacramento. New Formalism was a Mid-century Modern style from the
1960s to the 1970s. Constructed in 1964, this circular building represents distinctive elements
of the architectural style, reflected in the building’s overall form, overhanging roof slab,
columns, the clay pattern, and windows. Additionally, the building expresses monumentality.
The building also represents the work of Silvio Barovetto and Albert Thomas of Barovetto &
Thomas, who were known for Mid-century Modern designs in Sacramento until the death of
15
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Thomas in 1966. Interior details include cylindrical drop light fixtures, circular recessed lights
that have larger radii radiating out from the center post, vertical tile wood paneling in the hall,
and interior clay tile cladding.
b. 4701 Freeport Boulevard has integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship and association. Integrity shall be judged with reference to the
particular criterion or criteria specified in subsection A.1.a of this section
(17.604.210.A.1.b)
The building remains in its original location. The overall design of the building is intact;
additions which include a bank deposit box and light-fixture hood on the south side of the
building blend with the overall design. The setting is intact: consistent with the time of
construction in 1964, commercial development is concentrated on Freeport Boulevard and
residential development is concentrated to the north, south, and east. Few non-historic
materials have been introduced since the building was constructed, and those introduced do
not detract from the overall material integrity evidenced by the natural clay tiles, sun screens,
windows, and pre-cast concrete pillars. The bank building continues to express the aesthetic
and historic sense of the mid-1960s, leaving intact the integrity of feeling and association.
c. 4701 Freeport Boulevard has significant historic or architectural worth, and its
designation as a landmark is reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote,
protect and further the goals and purposes of this chapter. (17.604.210.A.1.c)
The former Senator Savings building has significant historic and architectural worth as an
example of New Formalist Mid-century Modern architecture and of the work of the
architectural firm Barovetto and Thomas. Designating this building as a landmark is reasonable,
appropriate and necessary to promote, protect and further the goals of the City of Sacramento.
SECTION 2
In accordance with section 17.604.220.C.2 of the city code, the significant features and
characteristics of the contributing resources are listed in Exhibit A
Table of Contents
 Exhibit A– Landmarks; significant features and characteristics
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Exhibit A
Mid-Century Modern Landmark Nominations (M18-011)
3330 McKinley Boulevard

Significant Features and Characteristics
Exposed post-and-beam construction

Stone masonry chimney

Butterfly and shed rooflines

Clerestory windows with wood-mullions
and frames

Variety of manufactured and natural
materials on exterior and interior
Integration of landscape into architecture through placement of patio and
courtyards

Exposed veneer rock on building and
landscape features
Entry walkway piloti, interior
fireplace featuring a copper hood,
banks of windows in various
configuration on each elevation
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Exhibit A
Mid-Century Modern Landmark Nominations (M18-011)
2801 Franklin Boulevard

Significant Features and Characteristics
Animated neon sign “Jugglin’ Joe”
Overhanging eaves

Exterior walls clad in smooth-textured cementitious plaster panels, composite
wood

Tilted plate-glass curtain-wall storefront Interior subway tile
with clear anodized aluminum mullions
Interior terrazzo flooring
Folded cantilevered element framing
Interior bay viewing window (north wall)
the entrance and storefront windows
affording public views into ice cream manParapeted flat roof
ufacture room
Inset spot lighting on cantilever soffit
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Exhibit A
Mid-Century Modern Landmark Nominations (M18-011)
720 9th Street

Significant Features and Characteristics
Vertically-oriented rectangular precast concrete louvers
Exposed concrete aggregate building
base (raw concrete)
Inset first floor black granite veneer
Brick pavers on elevated courtyard
Elevated plaza
Proetus Fountain
Plaza concrete benches

Interior travertine veneer
Interior terrazzo floor
Interior brass staircase railings
Formalist Courtyard landscape, including
hardscape features , including pollarded
sycamore trees, paving, water-feature
sculpture, overall spatial organization
Interior floor-to-ceiling doorways and elevator entry framing elements, and wood
paneling
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Exhibit A
Mid-Century Modern Landmark Nominations (M18-011)
4701 Freeport Boulevard

Significant Features and Characteristics
Round floor plan

Pre-cast concrete panels

Circular overhanging roof eave with half Second floor patio
-pyramid pitch
Anodized aluminum curtain sun shades
Clay tile wall cladding (interior and exteLobby lighting (circular recessed and hangrior)
ing cylinder lights)
Vertical glass curtain wall with clear anHallway vertical tile wood paneling
odized aluminum framing
Pulvinated treatment of roof overhang soffit
Tall, thin unadorned concrete pier roof
(suggesting shallow arches)
supports that extend around the perimeter of the building
Landscape features (groundcover; small
evergreen trees) integrated into window/
Standing seam terra cotta-color roofing
entryway insets
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Primary # _____________________________________
HRI # ________________________________________

Trinomial _____________________________________
NRHP Status Code
3S, 3CS, 5S3
Other Listings _______________________________________________________________
Review Code __________ Reviewer ____________________________ Date ___________
*Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)

P1. Other Identifier: Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Art Center
*P2. Location:  Not for Publication  Unrestricted
and (P2b and P2c or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)

Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Art Center

*a. County Sacramento

*b. USGS 7.5’ Quad Sacramento East Date 1967 (Rev. 1980) T ___; R ___; ___ ¼ of Sec ___;
c. Address _3330 McKinley Boulevard City _Sacramento_ Zip _95816_

_____ B.M.

d. UTM: (give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone _____;
______________mE/
e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate)

_____________mN

APN: 004-0221-001-0000

*P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)

The Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Art Center is located at 3330 McKinley Boulevard. The one-story building is situated in the
northeast corner of McKinley Park on a portion of the park known as the panhandle, which is bound by McKinley Boulevard
to the north, Park Way to the south, 33rd Street to the west, and 35th Street to the east. The building is bordered by a
residential neighborhood and set back from adjacent lawns featuring mature deciduous trees to the north, east, and west
sides. The south side of the panhandle includes a parking area with a paved semi-circular drive. (See Continuation Sheet)

*P3b. Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) HP13. Community Center/Social Hall
*P4. Resources Present:  Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District  Other (Isolates, etc.)
P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date,
accession #) Photograph 1, main

entrance, view facing south, August 30,
2017
*P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
 Historic  Prehistoric  Both

1958-1959/Plans, historic newspapers,
dedication plaque
*P7. Owner and Address:

Department of Parks and Recreation
City of Sacramento
915 I Street, 3rd Floor
Sacramento, C 95814
*P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Timothy Smith and Chad Moffett
Mead & Hunt, Inc.
180 Promenade Circle, Ste. 240
Sacramento, CA 95834
*P9. Date Recorded:

August 30, 2017
*P10.

Survey Type: (Describe)

Intensive

*P11. Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter “none.”)

GEI Consultants, Inc. and Mead & Hunt. 2017. MidCentury Modern in the City of Sacramento Historic Context Statement and Survey Results. Prepared for City of Sacramento.
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  Continuation Sheet  Building, Structure, and Object Record  Archaeological Record
 District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record  Artifact Record  Photograph Record Page 23 of 90
 Other (list) __________________
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*Required Information

State of California – The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD

Page

2 of 19

Primary # _____________________________________
HRI # ________________________________________

*NRHP Status Code
*Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Iva

3S, 3CS, 5S3
Gard Shepard Garden & Art Center

B1. Historic Name: Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Art Center
B2. Common Name: Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Art Center
B3. Original Use: Community Center B4. Present Use: Community Center
*B5. Architectural Style: Post-and-Beam (Mid-Century modern)
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alteration, and date of alterations) On

February 14, 1957, the City of Sacramento (City)
hired Sacramento architect Raymond R. Franceschi to design a “Garden Center and Related Arts Building” in the panhandle
of McKinley Park. At the time, the City placed a not-to-exceed $100,000 limit on its construction (City of Sacramento 1957).
Plans for the new building were complete by August 14, 1957 (Franceschi 1957). (See Continuation Sheet)
*B7. Moved?  No  Yes  Unknown Date:
Original Location:
*B8. Related Features:
Evans Garden Court (1959)
B9. Architect: Raymond R. Franceschi, AIA b. Builder: Beals and Poore (J.K. Beals and R.M. Poore)
*B10. Significance: Theme Architecture Area Sacramento
Period of Significance 1958-1959 Property Type Community Center/Social Hall Applicable Criteria A/1, C/3, i, iii
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.)

The Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Arts Center meets National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) Criteria A and C, the
California Register of Historic Resources (CRHR) Criteria 1 and 3, and the Sacramento Register of Historic and Cultural
Resources (Sacramento Register) Criteria i and iii for its association with important post-World War II development patterns
in recreation and entertainment within the City of Sacramento and as a locally important example of Mid-century Modern
architecture in Sacramento featuring post-and-beam construction that was designed by notable Sacramento architect
Raymond R. Franceschi, AIA. The period of significance is 1958-1959 to encompass the completion of the building in 1958
and the Evans Garden Court in 1959 both designed by Franceschi. (See Continuation Sheet)

B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)
*B12. References:
B13. Remarks:

See Continuation Sheet.

None

*B14. Evaluator:

Timothy Smith and Chad Moffett
Mead & Hunt, Inc.
180 Promenade Circle, Ste. 240
Sacramento, CA 95834

*Date of Evaluation:

August 2017

(This space reserved for official comments.)
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*Recorded by

Primary # _____________________________________
HRI # ________________________________________
Trinomial

____________________________________________

*Resource Name or #(Assigned by recorder)Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Art Center
T. Smith and C. Moffett, Mead & Hunt, Inc. *Date August 30, 2017  Continuation  Update

Description (cont)
The building rests on a poured concrete foundation and has an irregular L-shaped form. The building has a post-and-beam
structural system consisting of wood and stone load-bearing walls placed at relatively wide intervals that, in turn, support the
roof structure, including exposed glu-lam beams. The irregular low-pitched roof consists of a front-gable portion on the west
integrated with a butterfly roof to the east; the butterfly roof form extends along the entire east side of the building. A large
stone masonry chimney protrudes from the center of the roof. See Photographs 1–2.
Exterior field stone masonry walls spaced at regular intervals below the deep eave overhangs and along the north (front)
and south (rear) elevations add visual repetition and help support the roof. Exterior wood-frame walls are generally situated
between the load-bearing walls and display a variety of materials: composite wood, field stone, glass, and textured plywood
(as labeled in the original plans). Fenestration consists primarily of fixed wood-frame windows and expansive clerestory
windows in gable ends. Representative images of exterior details are included in Photographs 1–6 and 19.
Features unique to the north (front) elevation include banks of windows and plywood panels on the north (front) elevation
that create a geometric pattern. The main entryway on the north elevation features a pair of aluminum-frame doors sheltered
by a shed-roof canopy that is integrated with the butterfly roof and extends north toward McKinley Boulevard. The canopy is
supported by a series of metal poles capped with a wood beam; the set of support poles on the west side are set into a tall
field stone masonry wall. A rectangular, wood-frame, cantilevered sign blade with “Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Arts Center,
City of Sacramento” lettering extends from the front doors to the east and is supported by small wood posts set into
concrete. An aluminum door opens in the “L” and a set of doors near the northwest corner of the building accesses the
heater room.
The east elevation, which features an entire wall of fixed wood-frame windows with headers and integrated hopper windows
is located along the east elevation, providing light into the interior foyer space. The dramatic butterfly roof overhang also
extends from the east elevation and is supported by wood posts. Unique features of the south (rear) elevation include the
recessed porch (as it is referred to in the original plans) below the wide eave overhang that includes a set of aluminumframe doors. The west elevation includes a set of wood-frame louvered doors for accessing the heater room.
The Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Arts Center illustrates the indoor/outdoor emphasis that characterized Mid-Century Modern
architecture in its covered walkway/canopy on the front elevation that is integral with the building entrance, recessed porch
area below the wide overhanging eaves near the entrance on the rear elevation, and the two outdoor patio spaces: one at
the northwest corner of the building and one on the east side of the building. The patio at the northwest corner of the
building is enclosed by a low field stone masonry wall and features designed plantings, paved patio space, and benches.
The patio on the east side of the building was designed by Raymond Franceschi in 1959 and features a courtyard of
aggregate paving, free-standing island for plantings, benches, and covered walkway, and is enclosed by a thin wall that
consists of wood panels and metal mesh to enable views in and out of the courtyard. The courtyard is named the Evans
Garden Court after Frederick Noble Evans, superintendent of the Sacramento City Parks Department between 1920 and
1946 and original designer of William Land Park and the McKinley Park Rose Garden (The Sacramento Bee 1959:F15).
Photographs 3-5, 11, 13–16, and 18 illustrate exterior spaces and integration with the building.
The layout of the 10-room building consists of a north and south wing that collectively include a foyer, lounge-library area,
250-person auditorium, kitchen, office, and storage rooms (The Sacramento Bee 1958a:A6). The south wing is the larger of
the two wings and consists primarily of the auditorium and lounge-library. Several small utilitarian spaces are accessed from
the auditorium, including a kitchen and storage room at the southeast corner, display/storage room at the southwest corner,
and a heater room and storage room at the northwest corner of the building. Notable interior features include original wood
paneling, exposed field stone walls and glu-lam beams, built-in wood cabinets and display cases in the lounge, two-sided
field stone and terrazzo fireplace between the lounge and auditorium with an in-laid glass tile mosaic and copper hood, freestanding wood cabinets along paneled portions of the auditorium, and original wood storage cabinets and a large original
metal utilitarian sink in the storage room at the southwest corner of the building. The north wing serves as the main entryway
and includes a covered walkway that extends toward McKinley Boulevard, large foyer, office space, and restrooms. Notable
features in the north wing include a suspended horizontal wood panel with plain, evenly-spaced beams in the foyer that adds
architectural interest to the space. The interior spaces are illustrated in Photographs 7–12 and 17.
DPR 523L (1/95)
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The Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Arts Center remains largely intact. Exterior changes are limited to the wording on the
original sign (1970s). On the interior, the bathrooms in the foyer were remodeled (date unknown) but retain their general
location; no other notable changes have occurred on the interior spaces. The original configuration of interior spaces and
original interior and exterior architectural features and design details remain intact on the building.
Construction History (cont)
Architectural plans called for a sprawling irregular L-shaped plan, prominent low-pitched butterfly roof with wide overhanging
eaves, variegated exterior wall materials, expansive glass windows, and massive field stone chimney, designed in a manner
that blended indoor and outdoor spaces. Upon completion of the plans by Franceschi, the City put the project out to bid in
November 1957 and received 15 responses. The City selected the low bidder, J.K. Beals and R.M. Poore of Sacramento, at
a cost of $103,518. City Parks and Recreation Director R.G. Renfree and Franceschi subsequently recommended an extra
bid provision for adding stone-facing on the building. On November 14, 1957, the City Council approved an expenditure of
$120,000.00 (The Sacramento Bee 1957a:E1; The Sacramento Bee 1957b:C1).
A November 15, 1957, Sacramento Bee article stated: “Natural materials, principally wood and stone, will be used
extensively to keep the center in harmony with its park surroundings.” Nearing its completion eight months later, a July 19,
1958, Sacramento Bee article called the building “one of the most modern buildings in Sacramento” (The Sacramento Bee
1958a:A6). The building was dedicated the “Sacramento Garden & Arts Center” on September 15, 1958, with a total cost of
$128,000 (The Sacramento Bee 1958a:A6). The center displayed art (paintings, photography, pottery, fabric) and
horticultural exhibits and hosted meetings by local garden and art clubs (The Sacramento Bee 1957c:C10).
In 1959 Franceschi designed the Evans Garden Court, an adjunct exterior space that connected to the main building via the
covered walkway completed the year prior. The Garden Court consisted of a free-standing island for planting that was set on
a paved area of exposed aggregate concrete. The Sacramento Garden & Arts Center paid approximately $7,000 to
construct the Garden Court and donated the new exterior space to the City. Plantings reflected a blend of elements of the
Oriental and California Modern styles with junipers, nandina, red-leafed New Zealand flax, gardenias, ground covers, and
begonias, and were a gift of the Superior Chapter of the California Association of Nurserymen and designed by Samuel
Kaneko (he served as the state landscape architect in the 1970s and perhaps earlier as well) (The Sacramento Bee
1959:F15; Tracy 1982:CL6; The Sacramento Bee 1976:B5).
In 1972, the name of prominent local gardener and newspaper columnist Iva Gard Shepard was incorporated into the name
of the Sacramento Garden & Art Center. Iva Gard Shepard was widely known throughout California for her weekly
newspaper column on gardening and flower arranging, which appeared for many years in The Sacramento Bee. She was in
charge of floriculture at the California State Fair and also served as President of the Sacramento Garden & Art Center (Pelc
2012:13). The building was renamed in her honor as a commemorative gesture for her contribution to Sacramento’s
gardening community and the Sacramento Garden & Art Center. Research did not indicate that Shepard has any direct and
important association with the design of the building or the landscape that surrounds the center.
Architect Raymond R. Franceschi, AIA was born in San Francisco in 1911. He attended school at the University of
California-Berkeley and began working as an architect in Sacramento in 1945. In addition to designing the Sacramento
Garden & Arts Center in 1958, other notable design projects throughout his career included the World Trade Center at the
Sacramento-Yolo port, various structures at Cal Expo and California State University in Sacramento, Luther Burbank High
School, the headquarters for the California Optometric Association at 7130 East Parkway, an office building at 7148 Fair
Oaks Boulevard, an office building for the Western Warehouse Company at 2001 Acoma Street, and the Federal Building on
the Capitol Mall. He also designed the Merced County Administration Building (The Sacramento Bee 1983; Center for
Sacramento History 2017). These buildings were constructed during the period covered in the Mid-Century Modern in the
City of Sacramento Historic Context Statement and Survey Results.
Mid-Century Architecture and Post-and-Beam Construction
The Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Arts Center is an outstanding example of the post-and-beam style of Mid-Century Modern
architecture in Sacramento designed by notable Sacramento architect Raymond R. Franceschi, AIA. The Mid-Century
Modern in the City of Sacramento Historic Context Statement and Survey Results (completed concurrently in 2017) provides
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a broad historic context for understanding the development of Mid-Century Modernist architecture and much of the context
that follows is based on that report.
*Recorded by

Modernism as an architectural philosophy that emerged in the first decades of the 20th century as American and European
architects experimented with new materials and design principles the likes of which had not been seen before. Germany’s
Bauhaus School served as an especially influential force in the development of a new modern aesthetic that focused on
geometric massing; simple and clean lines; exposed structural elements such as concrete, steel, wood, and glass; flat or
low-pitched roofs with sweeping forms; exteriors that ranged from smooth, blank walls to contrasting materials and textures;
large expanses of glass and customized windows; and integrated landscapes achieved through sliding glass doors, outdoor
living spaces, and courtyards. In the post-World War II era an expressive iteration of Modernism emerged that evoked less
sterility than the vanguard modernist styles like the International Style and Streamline Moderne. The new style came to be
known as Mid-Century Modern style and was characterized by cantilevered roofs, flat or shed roof forms, deep overhanging
eaves, canted and large expansive windows, and a variety of incorporated materials, including wood, field stone, brick,
stucco, plastic, metal, and concrete.
A number of distinctive styles of Mid-Century Modern architecture developed in the post-World War II era based on
construction methods and architectural features. The post-and-beam style was truly a structural system that enabled a
number of architectural features that came to represent a unique trend or style within Mid-Century Modernism. Post-andbeam construction consisted of load-bearing timber posts and beams of a significantly larger size than traditional stud
construction that could be placed at larger intervals within the structure. Post-and-beam buildings typically had heavier roof
planking than stud construction, which made these buildings more rigid and resistant to settling and movement. Structural
members were often left exposed as part of the building design and the space between posts filled with expanses of glass or
prefabricated, non-structural panels; windows were not framed-in as in stud construction. Post-and-beam construction
required a high level of precision since building components were left exposed rather than covered with plaster or drywall as
in stud construction. Prominently displayed structural components and materials led to a distinctive aesthetic expressed
through dramatic rooflines, clean and bold lines, wide overhanging eaves, recessed entryways, expanses of glass, and
integration with the surrounding landscape due in-part to the “openness” of the design and use of glass and natural
materials.
The Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Arts Center is a distinctive example of the post-and-beam style of architecture in
Sacramento. Its post-and-beam structural system is expressed through exposed beams that protrude from below the roof
eaves on the exterior and are also visible on the interior. The building has dramatic butterfly and shed rooflines with clean
bold lines and wide overhanging eaves with recessed entryways. Between the load-bearing posts and field stone walls are
fixed-frame windows, clerestory windows, and prefabricated panels of textured plywood; on the north (front) elevation the
windows and plywood panels alternate to create a visually distinctive geometric pattern. The building also utilizes a variety of
materials such as field stone, wood, glass, and plywood. The design of the Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Arts Center also
emphasizes integration with the surrounding landscape. The building has two exterior spaces: one is the patio near the “L”
of the building that is enclosed by a low stone masonry wall extending from the building’s main entrance; the other is the
Evans Garden Courtyard on the east side, which was designed by the building’s architect Franceschi and is partially
sheltered by a butterfly roof and enclosed by a thin paneled partition of wood and metal mesh. Other architectural features
that facilitate the integration of indoor and outdoor spaces are the clerestory windows, which give the building an open feel
and enable a visual continuity of roof beams inside and out. The expansive use of glass both in the window wall on the foyer
and the clerestory windows in gable ends also enables the visual repetition created by support posts and beams throughout
the building to continue uninterrupted between interior and exterior spaces. For example, the repetition created by the
support posts for the exterior wall of the foyer continue outside with the metal canopy support poles.
McKinley Park
The Iva Gard Shepard Gard & Arts Center is one of few examples of Mid-Century Modern architecture applied to a
recreational building in Sacramento’s park system. The Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Arts Center is located within the
panhandle of the 32-acre McKinley Park, one of Sacramento’s largest urban parks. The history of the development of
McKinley Park predates the construction of the Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Arts Center. A brief summary is provided to
understand its use in the context of local recreation. Development of McKinley Park in the first decades of the 20th century
was influenced by the City Beautiful Movement, a national trend toward civic improvement through beautification that began
with the 1893 Columbian Exposition in Chicago and extended into the early 1900s.
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McKinley Park was initially developed as East Park in the 1870s. Tracks for the city’s horse-drawn trolleys were laid by 1871
to connect downtown to East Park. In its early years, the park featured a 10,000-square-foot building that served as a saloon
and private event room, baseball field, picnic grounds, shooting alleys, a dance platform, concert space, and a zoo. In 1902,
under pressure and influence of the Tuesday Club (a women’s civic organization), the City purchased the park and renamed
it McKinley Park after slain President William McKinley (Sacramento County Historical Society 2003:17–19).
Between 1916 and 1923 the City operated a public auto camp in the panhandle portion of the park to generate revenue, the
eventual site of the Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Arts Center. The tradition of a garden center traces back the McKinley Park
Rose Garden, established in 1928 with 400 rose plants, and was designed by landscape architect Frederick N. Evans, who
also served as Sacramento’s first city parks superintendent and designed William Land Park. The Sacramento Rose Society
was founded in 1940 and the Sacramento Garden Club, organized in 1941, held events and meetings in a service shed near
the Rose Garden. By the mid-to-late 1950s the Sacramento Garden Club had grown to include 34 separate clubs meeting in
the service shed and needed a larger venue. Under the leadership of then president Iva Gard Shepard, the Sacramento
Garden Club worked with the City to obtain an architect and funding for the Sacramento Garden & Arts Center. The club
also raised funds through white elephant sales and proceeds from sales at the State Fair to furnish the building (Sacramento
County Historical Society 2003:36; Tracy 1982:CL6).
Significance (cont)
This building is an outstanding example that exemplifies post-and-beam Mid-Century Modern architecture in Sacramento
and illustrates an expressive iteration of Modernism that emerged in the decades following World War II. Mid-Century
Modern architecture and the Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Arts Center contrasted with the simplicity and sterility of the steel
and glass structures of the International style by using a variety of natural and manufactured materials, leaving structural
elements exposed, and incorporating design features that evoked expression and integration with surroundings. Its
distinctive low-pitched butterfly roof with wide overhanging eaves gives the building modern, trim lines that extend out
toward the surrounding landscape. The roof is supported by exposed glu-lam beams that are prominently exposed in many
places on the exterior and interior. A series of evenly-spaced field stone masonry walls oriented perpendicular to the building
extend out on the front and rear elevations. The ends of the walls create a pattern of repetition across the facade and divide
the exterior into segments while also supporting the deep eave overhangs. Alternating fixed-frame windows and plywood
panels across the north (front) facade add a geometric motif to the entire facade. The expansive use of glass both in the
window wall on the foyer and the clerestory windows in gable ends figure prominently into the Mid-Century Modern aesthetic
and the building’s integration with its surroundings. The windows enhance the visual repetition created by support posts and
beams throughout the building that continue uninterrupted between interior and exterior spaces; exposed glu-lam roof
beams are visible inside and out, and the repetition created by the support posts for the exterior wall of the foyer continue
outside with the metal canopy support poles (Franceschi 1957). A covered walkway/canopy extends from the east elevation
and was incorporated into a planned patio, the Evans Garden Court, on the building’s east side in 1959 (The Sacramento
Bee 1958a:A6). At the time of construction the building’s design was touted as “ultra-modern” and evocative for its “lavish
use of California field stone, glass, and open beams” (The Sacramento Bee 1958a:C13; The Sacramento Bee 1958b:C13).
The interior emphasized beauty and utility and included a two-sided fireplace that lent the space an intimate and almost
home-like feeling; one side of the fireplace features a tile mosaic and the other side a decorative copper hood (The
Sacramento Bee 1958:C13). The building’s use of natural materials, such as field stone and wood; its outdoor spaces; its
interior hearth; and its expansive windows blurred the line between the indoors/outdoors and collectively provide an
outstanding example of post-and-beam Mid-Century Modern design (Franceschi 1957).
Evaluation
The Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Art Center meets the NRHP/CRHR Criterion A/1 and Sacramento Register Criterion i for its
association with important post-World War II development patterns in recreation and entertainment within the City of
Sacramento and that is further distinguished for its association with Mid-Century Modern design within McKinley Park.
Although the building is named after Iva Gard Shepard, research did not indicate Shepard had any direct and important
association with the design of the building or the landscape that surrounds the center; the building was named in
commemoration of her efforts to the gardening community 13 years after its completion. As such, this building does not
appear to meet the NRHP CRHR Criterion B/2 or Sacramento Register Criterion ii. The Iva Gard Shepard Garden & Art
Centers meets the NRHP/CRHR Criterion C/3 and Sacramento Register Criterion iii as a locally important example of MidDPR 523L (1/95)
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Century Modern architecture featuring post-and-beam construction that was designed by notable Sacramento architect
Raymond R. Franceschi. In summary, this property meets NRHP Criterion A and C, CRHR Criterion 1 and 3, and
Sacramento Register Criteria i and iii and is considered a historical resource under the California Environmental Quality Act.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 1. North (front) elevation with main entryway and exterior patio,
view facing southeast.

Photograph 2. South (rear) elevation, with porch and butterfly roof, view
facing northwest.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 3. North (front) elevation with patio, view facing southeast.

Photograph 4. Detail of main entryway showing clerestory windows
and continuation of beams inside and out, view facing south.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 5. East elevation showing windows on foyer and large
canopy over Evans Garden Court, view facing southwest.

Photograph 6. The “porch” on the south (rear) elevation and rear
entryway, view facing north.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 7. Interior of the auditorium showing the rear entrance and
Exposed glu-lam beams, view facing southeast.

Photograph 8. Original fireplace and hearth with copper hood in the
auditorium, view facing northeast.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 9. Original lounge with fireplace and display cabinets along
the back wall, view facing south.

Photograph 10. Detail of post-and-beam structural system.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 11. Interior of foyer illustrating the indoor-outdoor
design of the building, view facing northeast.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 12. Detail of original suspended panel in hallway
between foyer and auditorium.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 13. Exterior patio along north (front) elevation,
view facing southwest.

Photograph 14. Evans Garden Court, view facing west.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 15. Detail of plantings in Evans Garden Court,
view facing southeast.

Photograph 16. Detail of covered walkway and enclosure around
Evans Garden Court, view facing southwest.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 17. The interior layout of the building remains largely intact except for a slight rearrangement of the restrooms.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 18. Site plan from original 1957 plan set showing the building and exterior patio spaces (image has been
rotated in order to correspond to the interior layout shown in Photograph 17).
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 19. Excerpt from original 1957 plan set illustrating architectural features of the building.
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P1. Other Identifier: Gunther’s Quality Ice Cream Company
*P2. Location:  Not for Publication  Unrestricted
and (P2b and P2c or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)

*a. County

Gunther’s Quality Ice Cream Company

Sacramento

*b. USGS 7.5’ Quad Sacramento East Date 1967 (Rev. 1980) T ___; R ___; ___ ¼ of Sec
c. Address _2801 Franklin Boulevard City _Sacramento_ Zip _95818_

___;

_____ B.M.

d. UTM: (give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone _____;
______________mE/
e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate)

_____________mN

APN: 010-0362-006-0000

*P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)

Gunther’s Quality Ice Cream Company (Gunther’s Ice Cream) is a single-story commercial building located at 2801 Franklin
Boulevard. Gunther’s Ice Cream and its animated neon sign stand on the southeast corner of Franklin Boulevard and 3rd
Avenue and are generally oriented to the northwest toward traffic traveling south along Franklin Boulevard. A concrete
sidewalk with cut outs (shown on original plans) for deciduous trees is located adjacent to the building (Koblik + Fisher
1949:1). The building rests on a concrete foundation and has an irregular L-shaped plan and a concrete block structural
system. (See Continuation Sheet)

*P3b. Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) HP6. 1-3 Story Commercial Building
*P4. Resources Present:  Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District

 Other (Isolates, etc.)

P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date,
accession #) Photograph 1, north and

west

elevations (storefront), view facing
southeast, August 2017
*P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
 Historic  Prehistoric  Both

1949/Plans, historic newspapers
*P7. Owner and Address:

Rick and Marlena Klopp
2801 Franklin Boulevard
Sacramento, CA 95818
*P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Timothy Smith and Chad Moffett
Mead & Hunt, Inc.
180 Promenade Circle, Ste. 240
Sacramento, CA 95834
*P9. Date Recorded:

August 31, 2017
*P10. Survey Type: (Describe)

Intensive

*P11. Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter “none.”)

GEI Consultants, Inc. and Mead & Hunt. 2017. MidCentury Modern in the City of Sacramento Historic Context Statement and Survey Results. Prepared for City of Sacramento.
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  Continuation Sheet  Building, Structure, and Object Record  Archaeological Record
 District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record  Artifact Record  Photograph Record Page 42 of 90
 Other (list) __________________
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*NRHP Status Code 3S, 3CS, 5S3
*Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Gunther’s Quality Ice

Cream Company

B1. Historic Name: Gunther’s Quality Ice Cream Company
B2. Common Name: Gunther’s Ice Cream
B3. Original Use: Commercial Building B4. Present Use: Commercial Building
*B5. Architectural Style: Googie
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alteration, and date of alterations) Gunther’s

Ice Cream was constructed at 2801 Franklin
Boulevard in 1949. In February 1949, the newly formed architectural firm Koblik + Fisher drew up plans for the building, and
the City of Sacramento issued a building permit for the construction of the new $20,000 store to owner William Herman
Gunther (The Sacramento Bee 1949b; Koblik + Fisher 1949). Charles Guth served as the general building contractor. (See
Continuation Sheet)
*B7. Moved?  No  Yes  Unknown Date:
Original Location:
*B8. Related Features: N/A
B9. Architect: Koblik + Fisher b. Builder: Charles Guth
*B10. Significance: Theme Architecture Area Sacramento
Period of Significance 1949 Property Type Commercial Building Applicable Criteria A/1, C/3, i, iii
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.)

Gunther’s Ice Cream meets National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) Criteria A and C, California Register of Historical
Resources (CRHR) Criteria 1 and 3, and the Sacramento Register of Historic and Cultural Resources (Sacramento Register)
Criteria i and iii for its association with postwar commercial expansion and development and as an early example of MidCentury Modern architecture in Sacramento, illustrating an important transition of post-World War II (postwar) styles applied
to a commercial property. Designed by notable Sacramento architectural firm Koblik + Fisher, the building illustrates
distinctive characteristics showing a transition away from the more modest Streamline Moderne massing and style of the
1930s toward a free-form and exuberant Googie style of the 1950s, evidenced in its folded roofline, tilted plate-glass
storefront, and animated neon sign. The animated neon sign on top of the building also individually meets NRHP Criterion C,
CRHR Criterion 3, and Sacramento Register Criteria iii as a distinctive local example of commercial signage and neon
technology. Designed by Electrical Products Corporation (EPCO), its design features multiple colors and incorporates
multiple layers of neon lighting tubes powered in a timed sequence. (See Continuation Sheet)

B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)
*B12. References:

See Continuation Sheet

B13. Remarks:
*B14. Evaluator:

Timothy Smith and Chad Moffett

*Date of Evaluation:

August 2017

(This space reserved for official comments.)
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Description (cont)
Three functional portions are exhibited on the exterior: the original sales/dining room at the west end, the original ice cream
manufacturing and freezing areas in the central portion, and a non-original concrete block garage and storage space at the
west end that dates to 1982. Exterior walls on the sales/dining room portion are characterized by tilted, metal-frame, glass
storefront windows that extend up from a stone-clad bulkhead along their bottom edge. Exterior wall surfaces on the central
portion are generally clad in cementitious plaster panels, composite wood, and stone veneer; the stone veneer was added in
1984 (Koblik + Fisher 1949; Klopp 2017). Exterior walls on the middle section have similar panels and stone veneer along
with some composite wood. Exterior walls on the western portion consist of concrete blocks (Klopp 2017). Photographs 1–5
and 13 illustrate the exterior features of the building.
The roof is flat with wide overhanging eaves along the north and west portions of the building that include recessed lighting
and continuous metal soffits; small folded portions of the roofline, which jut downward and then continue along the west and
north elevations, demarcate the main storefront. On the roof above the storefront is a custom-designed, animated, onesided, neon sign supported by steel beams angled at 45 degrees that is oriented toward the northwest (Franklin Boulevard
and 3rd Avenue intersection). The 1949 sign is of metal box construction and depicts, in a 10-step process, a soda jerk
tossing a single scoop of ice cream from his right hand, over his head, and onto an ice cream cone held by his left hand. The
soda jerk is popularly known as “Jugglin’ Joe” by the community and the staff and has white, blue, tan, and yellow-painted
accents for his clothing, hat, and physical features. Jugglin’ Joe and the tossed ice cream scoop are all outlined in neon tube
lighting against a black background. Underneath Jugglin’ Joe is “Gunther’s,” painted in white font and accented with white
neon tube lighting. A separate backlit neon sign sits directly on the roof and spells “Ice Cream” in cutout block lettering. The
letters are painted green and sit atop a pink-painted platform in front of a white-painted backdrop. Adjacent to the small fold
in the roofline on the west elevation is a small rectangular neon sign with a green background with neon tubing that spells
“Gunther’s Ice Cream.” Photographs 6–9 provide daytime and nighttime views of Gunther’s neon signage.
Fenestration primarily consists of the plate-glass storefront at the northwest corner of the building. Other windows include
three fixed metal-frame windows along the west elevation; large, non-original, sliding-glass, metal-frame windows along the
north elevation; and a small, one-over-one, metal-frame window on the north elevation of the central portion of the building.
The main entryway is located at the northwest corner of the building and consists of a single metal-frame door with a
sidelight window. See Photographs 1–5.
The interior of the building consists of 12 rooms. The original plan for the interior spaces is shown in Photograph 14; the
only change to configuration is the easternmost portion of the building labeled “store” on the plans that now consists of an
office and walk-in freezer. At the west end of the building is the sales/dining room that features original terrazzo flooring, with
inset metal strips and pattern that includes three parallel lines and three sets of paired diamonds, original green tile, original
glass light fixtures, and original tiled service window bay used to distribute frozen custard to customers directly from the
manufacturing room. Adjacent to the sales room is a preparation room (originally an office) where ice cream and other items
are stored prior to transfer to the sales room. The central portion of the building is used primarily for manufacturing ice
cream and cleaning ice cream cans, and features original pink tile and much of the original tile flooring. Rooms in this part of
the building include the manufacturing room, where the ingredients are mixed and the ice cream is initially frozen; two large
walk-in ice boxes used for hard-freezing and an anteroom (labeled box on plans); can wash room along with an adjacent
utilitarian space (originally the compressor room); employee restrooms; general workroom; main office; and additional walkin freezer. The east end of the building consists of a non-original concrete block garage with two metal, overhead,
retractable garage doors (Klopp 2017; Koblik + Fisher 1949). Photographs 10–12 and 14 provide an illustration of interior
spaces and features.
Construction History (cont)
A number of local contractors contributed to the interior and exterior elements of the building: C.P. Beauchemin was
responsible for masonry work; Burnett & Son completed all millwork; Jon Decker did the electrical work; Atlas Plumbing
completed all plumbing installations; and all refrigeration installations were completed by the York Pacific Company (The
Sacramento Bee 1949a). In September 1949, as construction continued, the cost of the building had doubled to $40,000 but
was lauded by Guth as the “most modern ice cream factory in Superior California” (The Sacramento Bee 1949c; The
Sacramento Bee 1949e). Once completed, the building featured an all-tile interior, a 36-by-90-foot ice cream
plant with
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specially designed ice cream machinery, and a 26-by-25-foot sales and dining area, all of which remain intact. The grand
opening for the new 3,000 square-foot Gunther’s Quality Ice Cream Company was on December 21, 1949 (The Sacramento
Bee 1949f).
The new store featured a flat roof with wide overhanging eaves and folded roof details clad in cementitious plaster; exterior
walls with a variety of materials, including jointed cementitious plaster panels, structural glass, beveled tile, and a plate-glass
storefront; a large multi-pane aluminum sash window on the north elevation (Koblik + Fisher 1949:2). Historic photographs
indicate that soon after its construction, an approximately 10-foot-wide section of the building at the far western end housed
Norm’s Donut Shop. 1
The neon sign on top of the building was designed in 1949 by the EPCO in consultation with William Herman Gunther and
constructed at a cost of $500 (City of Sacramento 1949). The EPCO maintained offices and plants throughout California,
including Sacramento, and in other western states and their major cities. EPCO was licensed by the Zeon Corporation
(Zeon) to add the Zeon trademark to their signs. Zeon was a national non-profit institution devoted to the improvement of
design and manufacturing standards for electrical signage; signs with the Zeon trademark were known to be of the highest
quality. The EPCO designed numerous signs in Sacramento and throughout California and other western states as well as
many iconic signs along Route 66 (Zeon Electrical Products n.d.:n.p.; City of Sacramento 2001; Pacific, Gas, & Electric
1957; Tafoya 2017).
Architect
The architectural firm Koblik + Fisher designed Gunther’s Ice Cream in 1949. William Koblik, FAIA was born in San
Francisco in 1910 and studied at University of California Berkeley before working for the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers and
eventually entering private practice. Alfred Merrill Fisher, AIA was born in Spokane, Washington, in 1904. Between 1942 and
1946 he worked as a specification writer with the Sacramento District of the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers. In 1948 the two
men entered into a professional partnership and formed the architectural firm Koblik + Fisher and designed a new office for
their firm at 2203 13th Street in Sacramento (City of Sacramento 1948). Their office and Gunther’s Ice Cream were early
projects. The firm went on to gain regional prominence by completing designs for restaurants, schools, office buildings, fire
stations, shopping centers, and religious buildings, which reflected modern design principles. Some of their most notable
designs include the Temple B’nai Israel in 1954, a modernist office building on the northwest corner of N and 21st streets in
1956, and the South Hills Shopping Center in 1960 (Preservation Sacramento 2015).
Alterations
As a commercial building, Gunther’s Ice Cream has undergone minor alterations since its construction in 1949. A stone
veneer was added to exterior walls in 1984, including the bulkhead below the plate-glass storefront. Additions include a
1982 concrete block garage with two overhead retractable garage doors at the east end, 2013 exterior restrooms on the
south (rear) elevation, and non-original (data unknown) metal-frame freezer to the south (rear elevation). The interior has
undergone some updates over time but generally retains its original spatial arrangement (City of Sacramento 1956; Klopp
2017).
Significance (cont)
Gunther’s neon sign reflects a level of artistic and technological creativity that render this sign as a distinctive example of
commercial neon signage, which developed nationally during the 1930s but was in decline by the 1950s. The period of
significance for the building and neon sign correspond to 1949, the year of their design and construction. Gunther’s Ice
Cream building is associated with the historic themes of architecture and commerce.
Architecture
As the nation gradually emerged from the Great Depression, technological advancements during the mid-1930s were
leading to the application for construction materials in different ways and new design ideas. In 1932 architect Philip Johnson
and architectural historian Henry Russell-Hitchcock co-authored a publication and curated an exhibit entitled The
International Style: Architecture Since 1922 at New York’s Museum of Modern Art. This exhibit was pivotal to the
introduction of European modernism to the U.S., which laid the groundwork for other architectural innovations that occurred
in subsequent decades.
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By the mid-1930s what many consider to be the first “modern” American style of architecture emerged and reflected a
unique combination of the Art Deco and International styles. The Streamline Moderne style, also known as Art Moderne,
expressed through architecture the industrial and aerodynamic forms of the Machine Age. Streamline Moderne buildings
featured sleek, horizontal lines; rounded corners; and curved design elements found on automobiles, airplanes, and ocean
liners of the period. By the early 1940s a more boxy and angular version of the style had developed known as Late
Moderne. This style had similar massing, but no curved elements. It also had bands of windows with protruding surrounds
and minimal canopies over entryways that was readily applied to commercial buildings (Brown 2010:157; CAJA 2009:12–14;
City of San Diego 2007:41).
Experimentation and Transition Toward a New Modernistic Style
The conclusion of World War II ended wartime rationing and fueled a postwar explosion of architectural experimentation and
new consumer products due to the pent-up creativity of architects and entrepreneurs. Streetscapes across the nation were
transformed as the nation once again turned its eyes toward the future. Government programs and various economic and
cultural trends fueled unprecedented suburban growth as large numbers of veterans returned to civilian life. The influx of
people back into the economy combined with a postwar baby boom created a high demand for housing and consumer
products, especially automobiles. The number of cars owned by Americans doubled between 1945 and 1955, and
approximately 50 million cars traveled along the country’s roads and highways by 1960 (City of San Diego 2007:41).
Wanting to attract the attention of passing motorists, architects began experimenting with new designs. The earliest
experimental designs reflected influences of the pre-World War II Streamline Modern style but gradually illustrated through
irregular rectangular massing, angular features, distinctive exaggerated rooflines, expanses of steel- or aluminum-frame
glass, and variegated building materials a transition toward something altogether new and different.
Immediately following World War II, a select number of commercial buildings—among them diners and coffee shops—
located primarily in California began reflecting more elaborate and exuberant design features than previous decades
heralding a transition between Late Moderne into a new modern style. Modernist architect John Lautner designed Los
Angeles eateries Coffee Dan’s (1946) and Henry’s Drive-in (1947), which featured skewed canopies, angular features, and
varied materials. In 1949 architect Wayne McAllister designed Bob’s Big Boy restaurant at 4211 West Riverside Drive in
Burbank, California. The building featured a low-pitched flat roof line and wide overhanging reminiscent of the Streamline
Moderne style but also incorporated features like an asymmetrical plan; angular entry canopy; expansive glass window that
highlighted the interior at night; various exterior materials like tile, wood, and brick; and a freestanding sign with neon
detailing (Bob’s Big Boy 2017). Architect Douglas Honnold designed Los Angeles’s Tony Naylor’s drive-in restaurant in 1949
that had dramatic overhanging eaves with recessed lighting and an expansive metal-frame glass storefront (Hess 2004:68–
71, 80). In 1949 a small coffee shop designed by Lautner opened on Sunset Boulevard in Los Angeles and was named
“Googie’s.” The building was striking for its dramatic multi-plane roofline that reached out to passersby. The building also
had sharp angles, tilted walls of glass and concrete tethered to landscaped planters, and an overall exuberant aesthetic that
was optimistic and futuristic.
Gunther’s Ice Cream was also constructed at a time when other ice cream chains around the country were expanding and
designing eye-catching buildings to attract consumers. Dairy Queen became a national chain growing from 17 franchise
stores in 1946 to 1,400 by the end of the 1940s. Typical Dairy Queen ice cream stands consisted of a white-painted
rectangular concrete block building with a flat roof and wide overhanging eaves that curved at the corners and a blue Dairy
Queen sign that extended out from the roof. Tastee-Freez was founded in Chicago in 1949, and in the early 1950s Carvel
Dari-Freeze introduced a corporate building design that included a glass and metal facade that leaned forward below a roof
that tilted upward (Langdon 1986:68–69). The designs for coffee shops, diners, and ice cream stands in the years
immediately following World War II, including Gunther’s Ice Cream in 1949, were considered new and experimental, and
their exuberant and creative details eventually coalesced into a new style historians now recognize as “Googie,” named after
Lautner’s Sunset Boulevard coffee shop. Gunther’s Ice Cream was constructed in 1949 during this time of experimentation
and transition, and displays some of these features and design concepts.
Advertising with Neon
Gunther’s neon sign served as a focal point and important advertising component from the very beginning. The widespread
popularity of neon signage was an outcome of the machine age and the technological advances of that period. The roots of
neon signage go back to the development of the neon electrode in 1907, when French inventor Georges Claude became the
first to run an electric current through a sealed tube of neon gas. He eventually obtained U.S. patents for his lighting designs
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and invented a durable carrion-resistant electrode and proceeded to open franchises for the Claude Neon Company. In
1932 the patent for his neon electrode design expired and enabled independent neon sign companies to enter the market.
As the number of automobiles owned by Americans doubled between 1945 and 1955 and neon developed into an important
medium for advertising as its brightness, color, and roadside location caught the eye of passing motorists. Most neon signs
were made of sheet metal and were used to advertise restaurants, bars, auto dealerships, hotels, and a variety of other
commercial enterprises, including ice cream stands. Its popularity fueled competition and additional advances in technology
and design, as the use of different gases and tube coatings enabled a single sign to feature multiple colors, and complex
tubing arrangements were often bent to convey detailed imagery. Neon signs offered designers a certain level of creativity
and the best signs balanced eye-catching imagery with whimsy. By 1939 approximately 2,000 companies were designing
and manufacturing neon signs in the U.S. (Johnson et al. 2012:10–13).
During the 1950s the use of neon began to decline; plastics were available by this time and sign designers and businesses
began installing Plexiglass-fronted shadow boxes backlit by fluorescent bulbs instead of the whimsical neon signs of past
decades (Johnson et al. 2012:15). However, Gunther’s Ice Cream’s neon sign remained popular and in operation despite
the national decline and serves as an outstanding example of mid-century commercial signage and neon technology.
Commerce
Meeting the Demand for Ice Cream
Gunther’s Quality Ice Cream Company was established by William and Iva Gunther in April 1940. They worked for another
chain of ice cream stores in the San Francisco Bay Area for nearly 20 years until it closed its doors and they relocated to
Sacramento. William and Iva purchased a small store on the corner of Franklin Boulevard and 5th Avenue in the Curtis Park
Neighborhood, the original (but not current) location of Gunther’s Ice Cream. Gunther’s Ice Cream manufactured ice cream
and frozen custard on-site and its products consisted of hand-packed pints, quarts, and ice cream cones that sold for five
cents each (Whitaker 2012; Smead and Wagner 2001:6; Gunther’s Ice Cream 2017).
The establishment of Gunther’s Quality Ice Cream Company and other ice cream shops around the country in the early
1940s represented the culmination of a national obsession with ice cream, which was rooted in the machine age. By the
mid-1930s the American ice cream factory had evolved past the labor-intensive techniques of the 19th century, which
involved salt and ice, toward a more automated and efficient production process. Modern freezers and packaging equipment
combined with improvements in the hardening process led to smoother ice cream that was available in a multitude of flavors
(Funderburg 1995:139). “Soft serve” and “frozen custard” varieties of ice cream were invented as an alternative to traditional
ice cream during the 1930s. Ice cream, soft serve, and frozen custard were not yet readily available in supermarkets so
roadside ice cream stands and parlors remained the best place for Americans to indulge themselves. By the mid-to-late
1930s small roadside ice cream stands and restaurants specializing in ice cream were located throughout the country and
included chains like Dutchland Farms, Howard Johnson’s, Prince Castle, Henry’s, Friendly’s, and Currie’s. The first Dairy
Queen opened in 1940 in Joliet, Illinois, the same year the Gunther’s Quality Ice Cream Company was established in
Sacramento (Langdon 1986:68; Whitaker 2012).
World War II initially slowed the production of ice cream. In 1941 the U.S. government classified ice cream as a nonessential
food and began rationing sugar. Nationally, production of soft serve ice cream, including frozen custard, dwindled due to
rationing. With monthly supplies of sugar and butterfat cut by 20 percent, Gunther’s Ice Cream was also strongly affected by
wartime rationing. However, Mr. and Mrs. Gunther remained dedicated to producing the quality ice cream that their customer
base had come to expect. Gunther’s Ice Cream produced less ice cream during the war and cut its business hours to an
average of 14 days per month to account for the shortages (Gunther’s Ice Cream 2017).
Recognizing the impact this would have on ice cream manufacturers and retailers, the International Association of Ice
Cream Manufacturers and the National Dairy Council lobbied officials to reverse the decision and ice cream was eventually
placed on the list of the seven basic foods. Ice cream manufacturers were sometimes permitted to exceed rations of sugar
and other ingredients because they supplied ice cream to military bases and in areas where the wartime economy was
booming (Funderburg 1995:143–144). Ice cream developed into a morale booster for soldiers; in 1943 the U.S. Army
shipped 135 million pounds of dehydrated ice cream mix to military bases around the world to enable soldiers to make their
very own vanilla ice cream. Soldiers often mixed in any flavoring they could find such as crushed candy, chocolate, or
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canned fruits. Even nearing the end of the war, in February 1945 the Quartermaster Corps of the U.S. Army began setting
up small ice cream plants near the front lines to rush half-pint cartons of ice cream to soldiers (Funderburg 1995:143, 147).
The national obsession with ice cream continued after World War II. Conventional production methods for ice cream
persisted and its availability in supermarkets expanded greatly. Ice cream sold in grocery stores contained numerous
chemicals and preservatives and its airy and fluffy texture was unsatisfying to many. As a result, the national ice cream
chains and specialty mom and pop ice cream shops like Gunther’s Ice Cream remained relatively popular for their quality
and variety of flavors. In 1945 Irv Robbin opened Snowbird Ice Cream in Glendale, California, which featured 21 different
flavors and emphasized high quality ice cream. In 1946 his brother in-law, Burt Baskin, opened Burton’s Ice Cream in
Pasadena. By 1948 they had six stores between them and eventually merged into Baskin-Robbins (Basking-Robbins 2017).
Gunther’s Opens a New Store
Postwar sales at the original Gunther’s Ice Cream in Sacramento were strong and the Gunther family began planning to
expand the business. Wanting to remain in the Curtis Park Neighborhood that had supported them since their arrival in
Sacramento in 1940, plans for a new building just a few blocks north were drawn up in 1949. William Herman Gunther, his
son Richard D. Gunther, and A.F. Patterson were official partners in the business at the time of construction (The
Sacramento Bee 1949e). In the months leading up to its opening, articles in The Sacramento Bee lauded the new Gunther’s
Ice Cream building as “modern architecture” and it certainly reflected design elements common to Modernism and other
commercial and food-related businesses constructed throughout Southern California and the nation at the time. Once
complete, the eye-catching flat roofline projected out over the storefront and featured recessed lighting. The roof continued
around the entire building facade with small folded portions on the north and west sides. The storefront featured an
expansive plate-glass window that tilted out toward passersby.
Atop the roof and above the front entryway was Gunther’s new custom-designed, multi-colored, animated neon sign. EPCO
designed the sign in 1949 in consultation with William Herman Gunther and constructed the sign at a cost of $500 (City of
Sacramento 1949). The focal point of the sign was “Jugglin’ Joe,” a uniformed soda jerk tossing an ice cream scoop from his
right hand, over his head, and magically catching the scoop every time in the cone held by his left hand. The animation was
achieved by using multiple layers of neon light tubes powered in a timed sequence. Below ‘Jugglin’ Joe” was “Gunther’s” in
neon. The grand opening announcement for Gunther’s Ice Cream included a cartoon version of the sign graphic and urged
patrons to “Look For This Sign” (The Sacramento Bee 1949d). Mr. Gunther is said to have told children that if “Jugglin’ Joe”
ever dropped his scoop the ice cream was free.
Gunther placed a large advertisement in The Sacramento Bee calling the business “Sacramento’s newest and finest ice
cream plant designed for quick service of our “Famous Flavor” ice cream. Ice cream that is richer, smoother and always
uniform high quality” (The Sacramento Bee 1949a). The company specialized in producing a large variety of flavors of ice
cream and production of frozen custard, which had been halted during World War II, resumed with the opening of the new
store (The Sacramento Bee 1949f).
The success of Gunther’s Ice Cream led to the opening of a second location in 1952 at 2870 Fulton Avenue near the
popular Town and Country Village shopping center in the Arden-Arcade area of Sacramento. However, the location at 2801
Franklin Boulevard remained the headquarters and main production location for the company (The Sacramento Bee 1952).
William and Iva Gunther operated the business until 1963. Dick Gunther, their son, took over the business and operated
Gunther’s Ice Cream until his death in 1967, after which time the Gunther family sold the business to Carl Buchell. Buchell
hired 22-year-old Rick Klopp in 1969, and in 1974 Rick and Marlena Klopp purchased the business and eventually
expanded into wholesale distribution and 60 local hotels, restaurants, and other retail locations. Rick and Marlena Klopp
continue to operate Gunther’s Ice Cream (Gunther’s Ice Cream 2017).
Evaluation
Gunther’s Ice Cream meets the NRHP/CRHR Criterion A/1 and Sacramento Register Criterion i for its association with
postwar commercial expansion and development and is further distinguished through its association with Mid-Century
Modern design in Sacramento. Research did not indicate that the building would qualify under NRHP/CRHR Criterion B/2 or
Sacramento Register Criterion ii; individual entrepreneurs like Mr. and Mrs. Gunther are common within communities and
their role in establishing Gunther’s Ice Cream is similar to that of any locally owned business.
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Gunther’s Ice Cream reflects modest elements of the Streamline Moderne style in its overall horizontal emphasis, achieved
through its flat roof and prominent soffits that extended out over the sidewalk, and its orientation to the corner with a
“wraparound” glass storefront that provides an illusion of curviness to the building facade. However, the building also
displays angular features such as the tilted glass storefront, angled support poles, and folded roofline detail on the north and
west elevations that were indicative of the coffee shops, diners, and ice cream stands constructed immediately after World
War II that came to be known as the Googie style of the 1950s. The presence of features from both Streamline Moderne and
Googie-style modernist architecture reflect the transitional nature of the building and the time period in which it was built;
World War II interrupted further development of Streamline Modern architecture, and after the war modernist architects
began designing again with slightly different aesthetic ideas that moved modernist architecture in a new direction. Gunther’s
Ice Cream reflected this transition. The building has undergone few alterations and retains the characteristic features,
including its flat roofline with wide overhanging eves, folded roof details, tilted plate-glass storefront, original terrazzo
flooring, tile, interior room configuration, and iconic animated neon sign. These features clearly distinguish Gunther’s Ice
Cream as an illustrative example of the architectural transition between Streamline Moderne and the Googie style in
Sacramento. Although the building has some non-historic additions, their scale combined with their locations on the rear
(south) and side (east) elevations renders them nearly indiscernible from the corner of Franklin Boulevard and 3rd Avenue,
toward which the building and neon sign are oriented. Additions to commercial buildings are common over time and the
additions on Gunther’s Ice Cream do not detract from the design details that convey its architectural significance. Therefore,
Gunther’s Ice Cream meets the NRHP/CRHR Criterion C/3 and Sacramento Register Criterion iii as a locally important early
Mid-century Modern commercial building that illustrates through its distinctive characteristics the transition away from the
Streamline Moderne style of the 1930s toward the free-form and exuberant Googie style of the 1950s. It was designed by
notable Sacramento architectural firm Koblik + Fisher. In addition, the animated neon sign on top of the building individually
meets NRHP Criterion C, CRHR Criterion 3, and Sacramento Register Criteria iii as a distinctive local example of
commercial signage and neon technology.
In summary, Gunther’s Ice Cream meets NRHP Criteria A and C, CRHR Criterion 1 and 3, and Sacramento Register Criteria
i and iii and is considered a historical resource under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 1. West elevation. Small 2013 exterior restroom addition shown
at far right. View facing east.

Photograph 2. North elevation illustrating the original footprint of the building
with the sales room at the far right, manufacturing rooms in the center,
and the reconfigured “store” area at the left. View facing southwest.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 3. Detail of folded detail in roofline along
north elevation. View facing west.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 4. Detail of continuous concave metal soffit and
roof overhang along north elevation, which extends around the
majority of the north and west elevations. View facing west.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 5. Detail view of tilted plate-glass storefront and wide
eave overhang with recessed lighting. View facing west.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 6. A small neon sign is located in the roof fold along the west
elevation. View facing northeast.

Photograph 7. Detail of Gunther’s Ice Cream neon sign featuring “Jugglin’ Joe.”
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 8. Detail of Gunther’s animated neon sign at night.

Photograph 9. Exterior as seen at night, view facing southeast.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 10. Sales room with original terrazzo flooring, tile, light fixtures,
and service window bay from manufacturing/freezer room (at left).

Photograph 11. Manufacturing/freezer room includes original tile and
service window bay (center, background) used to distribute frozen
custard directly into the sales area.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 12. Can wash room accessed through two
original wood doors from the sales room. The can wash
room retains original tile flooring and original tile on the walls.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 13. Exterior architectural details shown on original plans dated February 7, 1949.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 14. Interior layout from original plans dated February 7, 1949. The portion labeled “store” has been divided up
into an office space and freezer but the remainder of the interior generally retains its spatial arrangement.

Endnotes
1
The portion of the building labeled “store” on the original plans called for a temporary partition and plywood to close the opening. A
c.1950 photograph of the building shows a sign hanging above the entrance to this portion of the building that reads “Norm’s Donut Shop.”
Little information was found about the history of Norm’s Donut Shop but by 1959 it had relocated or opened a new store at 4755 Folsom
Boulevard.
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NRHP Status Code
3S, 3CS, 5S3
Other Listings _______________________________________________________________
Review Code __________ Reviewer ____________________________ Date ___________
*Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)

P1. Other Identifier: Sacramento County Courthouse
*P2. Location:  Not for Publication  Unrestricted
and (P2b and P2c or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)
*b. USGS 7.5’ Quad Sacramento East Date 1967 (Rev.
c. Address 720 9th Street City Sacramento Zip 95814

*a. County

Gordon D. Schaber County Courthouse

Sacramento

1980) T ___; R ___; ___ ¼ of Sec ___;

d. UTM: (give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone _____;
______________mE/
e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate)

_____ B.M.
_____________mN

APN: 002-0145-026-0000

*P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)

The Gordon D. Schaber Sacramento County Courthouse (County Courthouse) is a 6-story rectangular building designed in
the Brutalist style (Photograph 1, 2, and 3). Figure 1 provides a basic site plan of the property. It features a small elevator
floor at the top of the building and a basement level parking garage. The sixth floor is recessed and of steel construction.
Floors two through five are concrete and feature rectangular, pre-cast concrete panels that function as solar louvers to
control sunlight (Photograph 4). The first floor is also concrete but is clad with black granite veneer (Photograph 5) and is
accessed by glass doors at the east side main entrance. A second entrance is on the west side as are two entrances to the
underground parking garage. Brick pavers run along the base of the building on all four façades. The east side of the
building features an elevated entry plaza with several steps connecting the building to the plaza. (See Continuation Sheet)

*P3b. Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) HP14. Government Building
*P4. Resources Present:  Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District  Other (Isolates, etc.)
P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date,
accession #) Photograph 1, County

Courthouse, camera facing northwest,
August 11, 2017
*P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
 Historic  Prehistoric  Both

1965/Dedication Program
*P7. Owner and Address:

Judicial Council of California –
Administrative Office of the Courts
*P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Patricia Ambacher and Mark Bowen
GEI Consultants, Inc.
2868 Prospect Park Drive
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
*P9. Date Recorded:

August 11, 2017
*P10. Survey Type: (Describe)

Intensive

*P11. Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter “none.”)

GEI Consultants, Inc. and Mead & Hunt. 2017. MidCentury Modern in the City of Sacramento Historic Context Statement and Survey Results. Prepared for City of Sacramento.
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  Continuation Sheet  Building, Structure, and Object Record  Archaeological Record
 District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record  Artifact Record  Photograph Record Page 61 of 90
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Primary # _____________________________________
HRI # ________________________________________

*NRHP Status Code
*Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Gordon

B1. Historic Name: Sacramento County Courthouse
B2. Common Name: Gordon D. Schaber County Courthouse
B3. Original Use: Courthouse B4. Present Use: Courthouse
*B5. Architectural Style: Brutalism
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alteration, and date of alterations) 1965 – built
*B7. Moved?  No  Yes  Unknown Date:
Original Location:
*B8. Related Features:
B9. Architect: Starks, Jozens & Nacht (building); Sasaki Walker & Associates

3S, 3CS, 5S3
D. Schaber County Courthouse

(landscape) b. Builder: Campbell-Heller-

Continental
*B10. Significance: Theme Architecture Area Sacramento
Period of Significance 1965
Property Type Courthouse Applicable Criteria C, 3, iii
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.)

The County Courthouse appears to meet National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) Criterion C, the California Register of
Historical Resources (CRHR) Criterion 3, and the Sacramento Register of Historic and Cultural Resources (Sacramento
Register) Criteria iii. The County Courthouse is an important example in Sacramento of the Brutalist style of architecture and
designed by notable architectural firm Starks, Jozens & Nacht. The period of significance is 1965, the year the County
Courthouse was completed.
Courthouse Architecture
California’s first courthouses were constructed in the 1850s and often were tents or temporary buildings. The state’s first two
permanent courthouses were Colton Hall in Monterey and the Jenny Lind Theatre in San Francisco. Both buildings were
originally constructed for other purposes. Colton Hall was the site of California’s constitutional convention and the state’s first
jury trial. It was designed similar to New England style courthouses: set back in a public square, with a large meeting hall,
and a pedimented portico. The theatre had an arcade, pedimented temple façade, and a rooftop bell tower. Three more
courthouses were constructed in Benicia and Sacramento. These courthouses were more expensive to build because they
were constructed of brick (McDevitt 2001:15-17). (See Continuation Sheet)

B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)
*B12. References:

See Continuation Sheet

B13. Remarks:
*B14. Evaluator:

Patricia Ambacher, M.A.

*Date of Evaluation:

August 2017
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Description (cont)
There is a concrete and bronze fountain (Proteus Fountain), which at the time of survey was not operational, situated in the
center of the plaza. Surrounding it are brick pavers (Photograph 6). Situated throughout the plaza are curved concrete
benches and planters (Photographs 7 and 8). London Plane trees are arranged in a square design. The trees and brick
pavers surround the concrete benches (Photograph 9).
Portions of the basement level, and first and second floors were the only floors accessible during the field survey. Noted
during the survey, was the garage, inmate unloading area, the elevator used to transfer inmates, offices, and an elevator
lobby. The elevator lobby retains original detailing including, the terrazzo floor, blue glass tiles adorning the walls, mail
chute, elevator doors, chairs, and double, glazed metal doors (Photographs 10 and 11). The first floor is the public
entrance to the courthouse. The layout of the first floor is original with the Recorder’s and Clerk’s offices. Original details
include the terrazzo floor, brass railings on the staircases, brass elevator doors, travertine veneer in the elevator lobby,
hanging directory signs, doors, and glass (Photographs 12, 13, and 14). Modifications on the first floor include the
installation of security check-points at both entrances (east and west) that have metal detectors (Photograph 15). The
second floor contains courtrooms and a jury lounge (Photograph 16 and 17). The courtrooms have original layouts, double,
glazed wood doors, and wood paneling. The inmate holding cell in the courtrooms was a later addition (Photographs 18
and 19).

N
Figure 1. Site Plan. Scale 1” = 40’
[Source: Judicial Council of California – Administrative Office of the Courts, date unknown]
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Significance (cont)
During California’s early statehood, counties that had more money constructed more substantial courthouses while less
populated counties with minimal funding typically built considerably smaller and more modest court buildings. The
courthouses built in these wealthier counties were constructed in a variety of styles and until about the 1880s were
completed by builders and were not necessarily architect-designed. Most of the courthouses built in California during the
1860s and 1870s were designed in the Greek Revival style. Greek Revival was a style widely adopted by the U.S. during
that period and was strongly associated with the national government. In California, a new state with a history of Spanish
and Mexican control, the Greek Revival style represented a strong link with the greater U.S., which at the time was largely
led by English-speaking, Protestant men of European descent (McDevitt.2001:18).
California’s population grew throughout the remainder of the 19th century. Along with the population growth was an increase
in county records and associated documents, which led to the need for larger courthouses. It was in this period that most
counties turned to architects to design their courthouses (McDevitt 2001:21-22). The architecture of these courthouses
remained classical and provided a sense of authority and government. Between 1890 and the early 1900s there was no
definitive architectural style for courthouse designs. However, in southern California counties, the Richardson Romanesque
style dominated. Los Angeles, San Bernardino, and Orange counties all had courthouses designed and built in this style and
expresses a regionalism in architecture and reflected a desire to create a distinctive architectural expression in southern
California (McDevitt 2001:26). Courthouse design changed between 1900 and 1910 as academically trained architects and
engineers worked together to design buildings to meet newly enforced building codes and requirements. This meant that
buildings were now typically of steel-frame construction and were fire resistant. They were also larger to house expanding
county governments (McDevitt 2001:27–28).
During the 1930s and the Great Depression there were very few courthouses constructed. Instead, additions and annexes
were built most often in the WPA Moderne style, to blend with the more classical looking buildings. In this period, the federal
and state governments created new government functions to meet the needs of the poverty-stricken citizens. This impacted
the county governments because there were now more functions and more employees required to implement new federal
and state programs. In response, county governments adopted a business model to organize their various processes.
Typically, these buildings had an office wing for county employees and a courthouse wing joined by a circulation space.
Between 1958 and 1968, there were seven such courthouses built in California. This new approach to government
influenced the architectural style of new courthouses, which were meant to operate more like an office than courthouses of
previous decades. Courthouse design of the mid- to late-20th century adhered to the idea that form follows function. The
International, Brutalism, New Formulism, and Corporate Modernism styles lent themselves nicely to the design of these new
courthouses because of their lack of ornamentation and practical means for construction (McDevitt 2001:38–39).
Sacramento’s Courthouses
Sacramento’s first courthouse was completed in December 1851 and was located at the corner of 7th and I streets and was
destroyed by a fire in July 1854. In September of the same year construction began on Sacramento’s second courthouse,
which included the county jail and in the 1880s the Hall of Records was added. But, by the turn of the 20th century the
building was too small (Sacramento County 1964:1; The Los Angeles Daily Journal 1976:2). Sacramento’s third courthouse
was built in the early 1900s and was a granite-faced building with interior marble walls. It housed two large and one small
courtrooms, plus the law library and the County Board of Supervisors’ hearing room. An addition was added in 1940. This
third courthouse lasted for 56 years (The Los Angeles Daily Journal 1976:2).
In 1956, the architectural firm Starks, Jozens & Nacht were tasked with studying the best option for a courthouse to meet the
needs to the growing population in Sacramento. The options were to remodel the existing courthouse; remodel and enlarge
the building or demolish it and build something new. The firm recommended that the best option was to demolish the
courthouse and build new (The Sacramento Bee 1956b:D1; The Sacramento Bee 1957c:1). In 1957, the County Board of
Supervisors accepted Starks, Jozens & Nacht’s recommendation. The Board of Supervisor’s approved area was bounded
by G, H, 7th and 8th streets as well as the north half of the block bounded by H, I, 7th and 8th streets for a parking garage.
County Executive, M.D. Tarshes, was already in consultation with Sacramento officials about declaring the area blighted and
have the area included in the redevelopment project. This way the courthouse project would extend into an area which
needed redevelopment and thus, would ultimately save taxpayer money. Tarshes explained that by including the proposed
courthouse in the redevelopment project, the federal government would pay two-thirds of the appraised valued of the
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improved properties to be bought and cleared. The county would pay the other one-third. Tarshes also wanted a master plan
for county facilities development for future planning purposes. He commissioned a study for the county’s building needs
projected to 1980, but immediate building needs were to take care of needs up to 1965. The site Tarshes recommended
would place the new courthouse in proximity to newly built county jail and county administration buildings (The Sacramento
Bee 1957b:1, A6).
In 1957, the City’s planners approved Sacramento County’s plans to construct a new courthouse and garage on the block
bounded by G, H, 7th and 8th streets (The Sacramento Bee 1957a:D1). The County retained Starks, Jozens & Nacht to
design the County Courthouse, garage, and prepare a master plan for additional new county buildings (juvenile hall, two
parking garages, and welfare department) located at various county locations. In early 1958, Sacramento County officials
abandoned the idea of acquiring the 1.5 blocks of downtown parcels through the redevelopment process because it was
deemed too complicated and lengthy. By abandoning the redevelopment process the construction cost was predicted to
increase by 7.5 percent per year (The Sacramento Bee 1958a:1). Starks, Jozens & Nacht’s master building plan was
tentatively approved by the Board of Supervisors in April of 1958 (The Sacramento Bee 1958b:D1). The plan recommended
that the preferable location for the new courthouse building would be at G, H, 8th and 9th streets was preferable. Nacht, the
architect of record for the new project, thought this location would put the courthouse further away from the railroad tracks
and would improve the entire neighborhood (The Sacramento Bee 1959b:C8). As part of a possible master building plan,
Nacht proposed a five-block civic center including a new city hall building (not at the current location of the modern-era city
hall building). Nacht felt that the new County Courthouse would be a focal point and that there was a need for long range
civic planning for the environment surrounding the new County Courthouse. That would require cooperation between city
and county officials (Cox 1959:D1). The plan was a recommendation that never left the conceptual phase.
As part of a special election on June 30, 1959, city voters supported a $9.2 million bond measure in 1959 and the County
Board of Supervisors approved the purchase of the land to build the new courthouse (The Sacramento Bee 1959a:C1; The
Sacramento Bee 1962b:C4). The plans for the courthouse were presented to the County Board of Supervisors in 1960.
Nacht’s design called for a six-story building with 16 courtrooms with the option for more to be added later by converting
interior spaces on the upper floors of the building. The building would be constructed using reinforced concrete and would
be setback from the street to allow for landscaping, including a decorative fountain (The Sacramento Bee 1960b:A7). Four
traffic and criminal courts, each measuring 50 feet by 30 feet, were planned for the second floor. Those courtrooms would
seat 98 people. The remaining courtrooms would hold 50 people and would measure 39 feet by 30 feet. Each floor would
contain two jury deliberation rooms and the jury lounge would be on the second floor. Judges worked with the architects and
selected dark, wood paneling for the courtrooms and kept the judge’s bench centered in the courtroom (Fredericks
1962:C2). The courthouse would also hold the offices of the district attorney, public defender, county clerk, and the county
recorder (The Sacramento Bee 1962a:C12).
Nacht described the new Courthouse as functional, but it would “present a quiet and noble appearance for years to come. Its
main portion will be a geometric structure about in the middle of the block raised on concrete pillars over a raised terraced
area” (The Sacramento Bee 1959c:A6). Once the site was cleared of the older buildings, the foundation was laid out in
September 1962 (The Sacramento Bee 1962a:C12). The original estimate to build the County Courthouse was $6.1 million,
but construction bids were 20 percent higher (The Sacramento Bee 1962c:D2). Those bids were rejected and the county put
the project out to bid for a second time. In 1963, the County Board of Supervisors awarded the construction contracts to two
local firms, Continental Heller Construction Company and Campbell Construction Company (The Sacramento Bee 1963:B2).
The cornerstone of the building was laid on October 23, 1964 (Sacramento County 1964). Sculptor Aristedes Demetrios,
who won an informal competition against 25 other sculptors, designed the fountain and sculpture titled: Proteus [Greek
legendary “Old Man of the Sea]. It arrived from his studio in San Francisco in May 1965 in 18 pieces. The bronze and
copper sculptor was Demetrios’ first in Sacramento as the majority of his work was in the San Francisco Bay Area (The
Sacramento Bee 1965b:A3). Sasaki, Walker Associates (today known as SWA Group) provided landscaping design
services for the project. Their firm was established in 1957 in Watertown, Massachusetts. The founding partners were Hideo
Sasaki and Peter Walker. Both served as chairman of the landscape architecture department at Harvard University’s
Graduate School of Design. Walker opened a regional office of the firm in San Francisco in 1959. The firm became SWA
Group in 1973 (SWA Group 2017).
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The County Courthouse opened in October 1965. The law library was located on the lower level; the County Clerk, Recorder
and Municipal Court Clerk offices were on the main floor, and the remaining floors held the courtrooms and other courtrelated offices (Sacramento County n.d.:1-4). The County Courthouse also featured what at the time was considered a
sophisticated security system for transferring inmates from the County Courthouse’s holding cells to the courtrooms
(Johnson 1968:B1).
Architectural Context
Modernism emerged in the early- to mid-20th century as an architectural and aesthetic philosophy that focused on
functionality, abstraction, and rejection of ornamentation. Architects experimented with new design ideas, new materials,
and new applications for existing materials in ways that intentionally diverged from past styles and forms. These efforts
ultimately led to the development of a new architectural language that reflected the innovation and promise of a modern age.
Modernist buildings in the U.S. incorporated a broad range of new building materials and reflected the values of functionality,
simplicity, and efficiency in their designs. General features of Modernism that carried through the various stylistic offshoots
that developed throughout the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Form – overall geometric massing and simple, clean lines; emphasis on horizontality, though not with unrelieved flat
planes; in multi-story structures, interior floors are often demarcated on the exterior with an inset first floor and
cantilevered planes to indicate upper floors.
Structure – exposed structural system typically using concrete, steel, or wood materials, and some concrete block or
masonry for smaller structures.
Roof – flat or low-pitches, often with deep overhangs/eaves emphasizing horizontality; some with large sweeping or
folded forms.
Exterior and interior walls – contrasting materials and textures or smooth, blank walls typically filling entire structural
“bays”; exterior walls and openings in offset planes along horizontal lines; use of exterior screens or grills that
shelter window and door openings, usually in concrete or metal.
Windows – custom windows (ribbon, picture, corner); large expanses of glass arranged in horizontal groupings of
vertically oriented sashes, with glazing often filling entire structural bays; windows may be located in a clerestory,
between solid walls and eaves.
Integrated site planning and landscapes designs – sliding glass doors, integrated indoor and outdoor private living
spaces, courtyards with screens, walls, berms, or plantings that provide demarcation between private and public
outdoor spaces; plantings generally have a horizontal orientation relative to sun angles and topography.

Brutalism emerged in the early-1950s as a design philosophy held by a group of British architects that rejected the lighthearted nature of Modernism in favor of an honest expression of a building’s function through form and materials, namely
concrete. Swiss architect Le Corbusier is typically credited with designing the first building to evoke these principles in his
1952 Unite d’Habitation in Marseille, France. Brutalist architecture stemmed from experiments using rough concrete in its
crudest and most brutal form. This style features large concrete masses that are poured on-site and left unpolished to
convey honesty and texture through visible wood formwork and aggregate in the concrete. Brutalist buildings also feature
expansive glass windows that are typically recessed or hidden in dark voids. These buildings simultaneously reflect
repetition and irregularity and were most often used for institutional or public purposes (Brown 2010:132; PAST Consultants
2009:85–86; Hopkins 2014).
Starks, Jozens & Nacht
Daniel J. Nacht, FAIA was born in 1915 in Chicago, Illinois. He earned a B.S. from the University of Illinois in 1940. After
graduating he became a faculty member at the university for two years and then served in the U.S. Navy between 1942 and
1946 (Koyl 1962:506). After the war, between 1946 and 1953, he worked for the firm of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill in
Chicago as a project manager (Koyl 1956:399). In 1953, Nacht moved to San Francisco, and acquired his architect’s license
from the State of California which allowed him to practice architecture in two states, Illinois (where he was already licensed)
and California. Between 1953 and 1956 he worked for an engineering firm (California Architects Board 2017). In 1956, he
joined Starks and Jozens and the new firm became Starks, Jozens & Nacht (known today as Nacht & Lewis). Leonard F.
Starks, AIA started the company in 1941. Nacht was a member of the Capitol Building and Planning Commission between
1959 and 1967 (Prabook 2017; The Sacramento Bee 1956a:F22). Nacht was the principal architect for the firm’s County
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Courthouse project (Starks, Jozens & Nacht 1962). The County Courthouse was a pivotal project in the firm’s body of work,
which includes such projects as Parkside Community Church (1959) at 5700 South Land Park Drive and the Scottish Rite
Masonic Center (1961) at 6151 H Street. The County Courthouse project won the firm the top honor from the American
Institute of Architects Central Valley Chapter’s highest honor of outstanding achievement in design in 1967 (The Sacramento
Bee 1967:A17). In 1969, Nacht became a member of the American Institute of Architects College of Fellows (The
Sacramento Bee 1965a:C5). He died in 2009.
Evaluation
The County Courthouse does not appear to meet NRHP/CRHR Criterion A/1 or Sacramento Register Criterion i. The County
Courthouse does not represent important patterns or events in history. The construction of the County Courthouse was done
out of necessity to replace an older building that could no longer support the needs of the court system in Sacramento
County. The construction of post-World War II courthouses made them ubiquitous in the sense that many municipalities
realized a need for updated infrastructure and buildings to satisfy the expanding population following the war. The
development of the County Courthouse is not associated with the Sacramento Redevelopment Project occurring in the
downtown because efforts to have it included in the project were abandoned by the county for financial reasons. While a
master building plan was proposed prior to courthouse construction, the plan was never initiated. Available research for this
project did not support the idea that the construction of the County Courthouse is significant for civic planning. Rather its
construction was the result of a county need for a more functional courthouse facility to carry the county into the future.
While it can be argued that many prominent judges and others have worked in the County Courthouse, research did not
support that the building meets the NRHP/CRHR Criterion B/2 or the Sacramento Register Criterion ii.
Architecturally, the County Courthouse appears to meet NRHP/CRHR Criterion C/3 and Sacramento Register Criteria iii
because it is an important example of Brutalism in Sacramento designed by the notable architectural firm of Starks, Jozens
& Nacht. The County Courthouse represents one of the popular Mid-Century Modern architectural styles applied in
courthouse design, Brutalism. Typical features of Brutalism included: massing that is fully expressed in concrete formed into
large blocks or sculptural forms; flat roof; angular and rectilinear forms; exterior concrete walls with visible rough texture; and
windows located in voids. The County Courthouse reflects the character-defining features of the style: Massing that is fully
expressed in concrete sculptural forms, flat roof, rectilinear form, and windows located in voids. Finished in 1965, the County
Courthouse is an early example of Brutalism in Sacramento. Other later models include buildings at California Exposition at
1600 Exposition Boulevard (1968); Amador Hall (formerly the Psychology Building) at California State University,
Sacramento (1971); California Energy Commission Building at 1516 9th Street (1974); Sacramento Community Center at
1301 L Street (1974); and Bateson Building at 1600 9th Street (1981). The County Courthouse was built during a period
when courthouse design adhered to the idea that form follows function. It represents distinctive characteristics for its period
of construction.
As a built environment resource, the County Courthouse does not appear to meet NRHP/CRHR Criterion D/4 or Sacramento
Register vi. It is unlikely to yield information important in history because it is not the principal source of such information.
In addition to being architecturally significant, the County Courthouse retains the necessary aspects of integrity to express its
importance. The building is in its original location, therefore retaining integrity of location. The integrity of design is retained.
Its design reflects its historic functions and aesthetics. It has the same massing, pattern of fenestration, and its relationship
to the designed landscape, including the plaza and foundation, are all intact. Integrity of materials is retained because the
building has undergone no alterations to its exterior and no new materials have been introduced. The building also retains
integrity of feeling and association because its historic character is conveyed.
In summary, the County Courthouse appears to meet NRHP/CRHR Criterion C/3 and Sacramento Register Criteria iii and iv.
The property is also considered a historical resource for the purposes of the California Environmental Quality Act.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 2. West elevation, camera facing northeast

Photograph 3. North and west elevations, camera facing southeast
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 4. Louvered panels, view from second floor,
camera facing south
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 5. Granite veneer at east entrance, camera facing southwest

Photograph 6. Poteus Fountain, view from second story, camera facing east
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 7. Concrete benches on plaza

Photograph 8. Concrete planters and Japanese Littleleaf trees,
camera facing south
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 9. London Plane trees, brick pavers, and concrete benches,
camera facing southeast

Photograph 10. Basement level elevator lobby, camera facing northwest
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 11. Detail in basement level elevator lobby
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 12. Original doors and wall of windows, first floor
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 13. First floor staircase
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 14. Original first floor elevator lobby

Photograph 15. Security/metal detectors, camera facing north.
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 16. Jury Lounge, camera facing northeast

Photograph 17. Jury Lounge, camera facing southwest
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 18. Original courtroom doors, second Floor
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 19. Original interior of a courtroom, second Floor
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NRHP Status Code
3S, 3CS, 5S3
Other Listings _______________________________________________________________
Review Code __________ Reviewer ____________________________ Date ___________

1 of 8

P1. Other Identifier: Former Senator Savings and Loan
*P2. Location:  Not for Publication  Unrestricted
and (P2b and P2c or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)

*Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)

4701 Freeport Boulevard

Association/Chase Bank Branch
*a. County Sacramento

*b. USGS 7.5’ Quad Sacramento East Date 1967 (Rev. 1980) T 8N; R
c. Address 4701 Freeport Boulevard City Sacramento Zip 95822

4E; ___ ¼ of Sec 24;

_____ B.M.

d. UTM: (give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone _____;
______________mE/
e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate)

_____________mN

APN: 018-0104-001-0000

*P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)

The building at 4701 Freeport Boulevard is a two-story, commercial building designed in the New Formalism style
(Photograph 1) along commercial Freeport Boulevard. The bank building displays a round overall floor plan, with an
pronounced overhanging roof eave. The bottom of the roof’s circular eave is low-pitched, pyramid-like (some half-pyramid)
shapes that top simple square concrete columns that extend the full height of the building forming both freestanding columns
and pilasters. The outer walls of the building are clad in textured square tiles made of natural clay. The clay tile pattern is
also present on the walls that connect the inner and outer diameter walls of the building.
Fenestration is a key feature of this building. The building’s second story features three areas where large, vertical, glass
windows are set back from the front. Each window or glass pane is held in place by functional geometric aluminum
framework (Photograph 2). (See Continuation Sheet)
*P3b. Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) HP6. 1-3 Story Commercial Building
*P4. Resources Present:  Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District  Other (Isolates, etc.)
P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date,
accession #) Photograph 1, main entrance,

camera facing northeast, September 5,
2017
*P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
 Historic  Prehistoric  Both

1964 / Sacramento Modern
*P7. Owner and Address:

Chase Bank
*P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Mark Bowen
GEI Consultants, Inc.
2868 Prospect Park Drive
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
*P9. Date Recorded:

September 5 and 19, 2017
*P10. Survey Type: (Describe)

Intensive

*P11. Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter “none.”)

GEI Consultants, Inc. and Mead & Hunt. 2017. MidCentury Modern in the City of Sacramento Historic Context Statement and Survey Results. Prepared for City of Sacramento.
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  Continuation Sheet  Building, Structure, and Object Record  Archaeological Record
 District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record  Artifact Record  Photograph Record Page 82 of 90
 Other (list) __________________
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*Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)

3S, 3CS, 5S3
4701 Freeport Boulevard

B1. Historic Name: Senator Savings and Loan Association
B2. Common Name: Chase Bank
B3. Original Use: Commercial/Bank B4. Present Use: Commercial/Bank
*B5. Architectural Style: New Formalism
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alteration, and date of alterations)

1964 – constructed; 1975 – remodeled, installation of
vault (City of Sacramento); 1982 – addition; date unknown – removal of Senator Savings exterior sign and clock; installation
of bank of ATMs and “CHASE”
*B7. Moved?  No  Yes  Unknown Date:
Original Location:
*B8. Related Features: None
B9. Architect: Silvio L. Barovetto and Albert B. Thomas b. Builder: Campbell Construction Company
*B10. Significance: Theme Architecture Area Sacramento
Period of Significance 1964 Property Type Commercial Building Applicable Criteria C, 3, iii, iv, v
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.)

This building appears to meet National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) Criterion C, the California Register of Historical
Resources (CRHR) Criterion 3, and the Sacramento Register of Historic and Cultural Resources (Sacramento Register)
Criteria iii as an important example of New Formalism architecture and for the work of Barovetto & Thomas. The period of
significance is 1964, the year the building was constructed.
Historic Context
Prior to World War II, much of the commercial activity of Sacramento occurred within what is known as the Sacramento
central business district of downtown. Post-war revitalization pushed the limits of residential and supporting commercial
construction out of downtown in almost all directions. (See Continuation Sheet)

B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)
*B12. References:

See Continuation Sheet

B13. Remarks:

Volunteer Susan Hotchkiss, M.A., prepared
the physical description and contributed to the history of
Barovetto & Thomas. Permission for interior photography
was denied.
*B14. Evaluator:

Patricia Ambacher, M.A.

*Date of Evaluation:

September 2017

(This space reserved for official comments.)
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Description (cont)
In front of the windows on the south side of the second story are stylized louvered gold anodized sun shades that form a
visual “curtain” from the eave down to the first story (Photograph 3). Each set of windows on the inner wall are surrounded
on each side by an extended outer wall of the building. On the south side of the building, the pattern of large glass windows
repeats below on the first level.
The prominent walls of the building are clad in square tiles made of natural clay that extend from the roof to the ground. The
clay tile pattern is also present on the walls that connect the inner and outer diameter walls of the building. Pre-cast concrete
columns connect the roof top to the ground, and separate sections of the outer wall; the columns also carry the weight of the
roof.
A bank ATM machine, a deposit box, and a light-fixture hood are situated in the outer wall on the south side of the building,
to the right of the main entrance. A large sign hangs along the wall, to the left of the deposit box. The sign bears the logo
and name of the current occupant, “CHASE.” The front entrance features a large set of windows, with slim metal trimmings,
at the top and second level. Underneath the second story windows is a large metal band which decoratively separates the
first and second stories of the main entrance. On the entrance’s first level, two large, vertical windows are located on the
edge, with two doors and a middle window placed between the outer windows. A large parking lot is located to the south of
the building and landscaping includes a lawn area and walkways, along with full size trees and manicured shrubs along the
base of the walls. Similarly, dwarf trees and shrubs are located just under the aforementioned “curtain” awning/window area
on the south side of the building to fill some of that indented space.
Significance (cont)
The construction of commercial architecture during this period follows much of the same patterns as residential development
to both entice continued development of certain areas by advertising proximity to desired services and retail outlets as well
as supply those residents who had already moved in. Commercial development during the post-World War II period took
place in neighborhoods located to the south, east, and northeast of the Sacramento’s core where cheap land was available
for new construction and space to accommodate the preferred mode of post-war transportation: the automobile (Cope
1965:35; Tsargris et al. 1963:9, Morgan 1960:16).
These commercial enterprises were reacting to increased competition by using new advertising techniques and often
implemented a more judicious use of neon signage and lighting for building decoration to lure potential customers during the
evening hours. Financial institutions appear to largely consist of an exception to neon lighting use as they typically held to
daytime business hours and presented a greater feeling of formality and security. The banking industry settled early in
Sacramento about the time of the Gold Rush. Darius Ogden Mills, later to become the first president of The Bank of
California, founded the D. O. Mills Bank in Sacramento in 1859 (Hart 1978:274). More than 100 years later between 1955
and 1963, the numbers of lending institutions in the Sacramento metropolitan area expanded notably. Supported by postWorld War II financing and development, commercial banks grew by 167 percent and savings and loans grew by 60 percent.
By the early-1960s, principal banking institutions in the Sacramento metropolitan area included eight distinct commercial
bank brands and their various branches, and eight savings and loan associations and their associated branches (Tsargris et
al. 1963:XXI-XXII).
Growth and expansion for banking during this time occurred in the downtown area as well as within the growing suburban
areas. The Capitol Mall Project was a 15-block portion of Redevelopment Area Phase 1, and was commenced in February
of 1954. Within this project, the Capitol Mall development included (alongside the Federal Building and the former IBM
Building) two main branches of successful banks of the time: Wells Fargo and Crocker National Bank (Page & Turnbull
2013:105–106). Bank branches constructed during the 1950s-1970s could be found within just about all the suburban
neighborhoods with a notable number along Broadway, Freeport, and Folsom boulevards, and Arden Way among others.
Some of the more notable are Wurster Bernardi & Emmons (Bank of America - 730 I Street), George Muraki (Chase Bank –
1631 Broadway), Dean Unger (United California Bank - 4910 Freeport), Tada, Apaydin, Angell & Lockwood (Sumitomo Bank
- 1331 Broadway), and Unger, Dean F. & Ernest Kump Associates (Wells Fargo Bank – 5660 Freeport).
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Senator Savings and Loan Association (Senator Savings), sought articles of incorporation in the fall of 1959, which it
received (The Sacramento Bee 1959a:A2). The next year the company announced plans to build an office in the Park
Center shopping center at 4543 Freeport Boulevard (The Sacramento Bee 1960:C1). In 1963, the company planned a
second office, the building that is the subject of this evaluation. The new office was necessary because the company
outgrew its first office in the Park Center shopping center (The Sacramento Bee 1963b:F6). For its new office, Senator
Savings hired local architectural firm Barovetto & Thomas (today known as CRM Architects & Planners, Inc.) (SacMod
2010:46).
Albert Thomas, a native of Sacramento, submitted the rendering for the design of the Senator Savings building (The
Sacramento Bee 1966:C6; The Sacramento Bee 1963:D8). The building was estimated to cost $400,000 to construct.
Thomas designed a drum-shaped building that was described by The Sacramento Bee as a “head turner” (The Sacramento
Bee 1963a:D8). When it opened in 1964, the actual cost was $450,000. Its original interior had green carpet; brass, hanging
lamps; and the counter was trimmed with rippled copper. A golden ribbon was wrapped around the entire building for the
ribbon cutting ceremony that was held on March 30, 1964 (The Sacramento Bee 1964a:E9; The Sacramento Bee
1964b:E9). Landscaping services were provided by Capitol Nursery Company (Sacramento Home Builder 1964:7).
Architectural Context
Modernism emerged in the early- to mid-20th century as an architectural and aesthetic philosophy that focused on
functionality, abstraction, and rejection of ornamentation. Architects experimented with new design ideas, new materials,
and new applications for existing materials in ways that intentionally diverged from past styles and forms. These efforts
ultimately led to the development of a new architectural language that reflected the innovation and promise of a modern age.
Modernist buildings in the U.S. incorporated a broad range of new building materials and reflected the values of functionality,
simplicity, and efficiency in their designs. General features of Modernism that carried through the various stylistic offshoots
that developed throughout the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Form – overall geometric massing and simple, clean lines; emphasis on horizontality, though not with unrelieved flat
planes; in multi-story structures, interior floors are often demarcated on the exterior with an inset first floor and
cantilevered planes to indicate upper floors.
Structure – exposed structural system typically using concrete, steel, or wood materials, and some concrete block or
masonry for smaller structures.
Roof – flat or low-pitches, often with deep overhangs/eaves emphasizing horizontality; some with large sweeping or
folded forms.
Exterior and interior walls – contrasting materials and textures or smooth, blank walls typically filling entire structural
“bays”; exterior walls and openings in offset planes along horizontal lines; use of exterior screens or grills that
shelter window and door openings, usually in concrete or metal.
Windows – custom windows (ribbon, picture, corner); large expanses of glass arranged in horizontal groupings of
vertically oriented sashes, with glazing often filling entire structural bays; windows may be located in a clerestory,
between solid walls and eaves.
Integrated site planning and landscapes designs – sliding glass doors, integrated indoor and outdoor private living
spaces, courtyards with screens, walls, berms, or plantings that provide demarcation between private and public
outdoor spaces; plantings generally have a horizontal orientation relative to sun angles and topography.

New Formalism emerged in the mid-1950s as a reaction against Modernism’s lack of historical reference and rejection of
decorative ornamentation. Architects had grown increasingly weary of the minimalist glass boxes that characterized much of
the corporate environment and commercial streetscapes of cities across the country. New Formalist architects embraced the
commonalities between classical architecture and Modernism; balanced building proportions; emphasis on structural form;
organized hierarchy of building elements; formal entryways; symmetry; and geometric massing and building forms. New
Formalist buildings feature classical elements like arches, stylized colonnades and entablatures, and materials like
travertine, marble, and granite; however, these features were non-traditional in that their design was minimalist and
decorative rather than structural. It was a popular Mid-Century Modern style from the 1960s through the mid-1970s (CAJA
2009:16–17; PAST Consultants 2009:81–82; Fullerton Heritage 2008).
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Barovetto & Thomas
Barovetto & Thomas formed in 1946 as a partnership between Silvio Barovetto and Albert B. Thomas (The Sacramento Bee
1951:17). Barovetto was born in Hollister, but moved as a child to Davis. He graduated from the University of California,
Berkeley with a degree in architecture in 1931 (Wiley 1996:B5). Barovetto joined the American Institute of Architects (AIA) in
1946, and was part of the Central Valley Chapter (Gane 1970:46). Thomas, born in Sacramento, attended Sacramento
Junior College and Pacific Coast University in Los Angeles (The Sacramento Bee 1966:C6). He joined the AIA in 1946, and
was also a member of the Central Valley Chapter (Koyl 1962:699). Barovetto & Thomas’ projects include: Newman Catholic
Center (1956) at 5900 Newman Court; Plumbers and Steamfitters Union Local 447 building (1958) at 2200 J Street
(SacMod 2017); the East J Medical Building (1960) at 5025 J Street (SacMod 2017); Sacramento Municipal Utility District
Power Control Station (1960) on 19th Street between O and N Streets (The Sacramento Bee 1959b:C4); and former
Crocker Citizens National Bank Building (1965) at 22nd Street and Broadway (today a U.S. Post Office) (The Sacramento
Bee 1965:E6). Thomas died in 1966, and in 1967 the firm changed its name to Barovetto & Carissimi (The Sacramento Bee
1966:C6; The Sacramento Bee 1967:C8). Barovetto died in 1996 (Wiley 1996:B5).
Evaluation
The former Senator Savings building does not appear to meet NRHP/CRHR Criterion A/1 or Sacramento Register Criterion
i. Within the context of commercial development in Sacramento the Senator Savings building was one of many banks
constructed in the post-World War II period. These banks were built out of necessity to attract new customers and to be
accessible to the growing number of customers living in the suburbs. Research does not support that this building played a
significant role in history. The building does not appear to meet NRHP/CRHR Criterion B/2 or Sacramento Register Criterion
ii. There were many branch managers and employees who worked at the former Senator Savings, but research did not
support that the former Senator Savings building has direct associations with individuals who made significant contributions
to the banking industry in Sacramento or the larger region.
Architecturally, the former Senator Savings building appears significant as an important example of the New Formalism style
in Sacramento and represents the work of Barovetto & Thomas. Typical features of New Formalism include: building set on
concrete pad; heavy overhanging roof slab; full-height panel of stylized columns that visually connect the roof to the ground;
cast stone or concrete block screens that connect the building to the site; exterior expression of solidarity and
monumentality; and stylized ornamentation. The former Senator Savings building is an important example of New Formalism
in Sacramento. It represents distinctive elements of the style reflected in the buildings overhanging roof slab; columns; the
clay pattern offers stylized ornamentation; windows; and the building expresses monumentality. This building is also an
important example of Barovetto & Thomas’ notable body of work. The architects were known for the Mid-Century Modern
designs in Sacramento. The former Senator Savings project was done at the height of Barovetto & Thomas’ careers before
Thomas passed away.
As a built environment resource the building does not appear to meet NRHP/CRHR Criterion D/4 or Sacramento Register vi
because it is not the sole source of important information to history.
In addition to being architecturally significant, the building retains the necessary aspects of integrity to represent that
significance. Integrity of location remains because the building is in its original location. The overall design of the building is
intact. The building’s design is reflected in its form, plan, and space. The addition of the “box” still blends with the overall
design. In its 53 years, the former Senator Savings building has retained integrity of materials. Very few non-historic
materials have been introduced. Those that have not detracted from the overall integrity of materials, which is evidenced in
its natural clay tiles, sun screens, windows, and pre-cast concrete pillars. The setting for the building has not been
significantly altered. When it was built in 1964, commercial development was concentrated on Freeport Boulevard and
residential development (Hollywood Park) to the north, south, and east. This has not changed. Integrity of feeling is
displayed because the bank building expresses the aesthetic and historic sense of the mid-1960s.
In summary, the former Senator Savings building is architecturally significant and is considered a historical resource under
the California Environmental Quality Act.
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Photograph 2. Windows, camera facing south
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Photographs (cont)

Photograph 3. Anodized “curtain” sun shades, camera facing north
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PO Box 162140, Sacramento CA 95816 – preservation.sacramento@gmail.com –PreservationSacramento.org

October 2, 2018

Sean deCourcy, Associate Planner
Carson Anderson, Preservation Director
Community Development Department
300 Richards Boulevard, 3rd Floor

RE: Mid-century Modern Landmark Nominations (M18-011)
Mr. deCourcy and Director Anderson,
The Board of Directors of Preservation Sacramento wishes to express our enthusiastic support for the
listing of the four properties nominated for listing in the Sacramento Register of Historic & Cultural
Resources by this proposed action, including 3330 McKinley Boulevard (the Shepard Garden & Art
Center), 2801 Franklin Boulevard (aka Gunther’s), 720 9th Street (aka the Gordon D. Schaber Sacramento
County Courthouse) and 4701 Freeport Boulevard (aka Chase Bank/Senator Savings & Loan). We hope
that this action, prompted by the City of Sacramento’s Mid-century Modern survey and the tireless
efforts of Sacramento Modern, will encourage more nominations and listing of Mid-century Modern
historic properties, and more listing of historic properties outside of the downtown core.

William Burg
President, Preservation Sacramento Board of Directors

Preservation Sacramento – Founded in 1972 as Sacramento Old City Association
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